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Manchester City Council
Report for Resolution

Report to: Executive – 7 February 2018
Health Scrutiny Committee – 27 February 2018
Resources and Governance Scrutiny Committee - 19 February
2018

Subject: The Manchester Local Care Organisation

Report of: The Chief Executive, the Executive Director for Strategic
Commissioning (DASS), the City Treasurer, the City Solicitor

Summary

This report provides an update on arrangements which the Council will enter into to
create the Manchester Local Care Organisation (LCO). The LCO is a key
component of the Manchester Locality Plan to integrate health and social care
services supported by the GM health and social care devolution agreement.

The report recommends that the Council endorses a progress report on the Business
Plan for the first year of operation of the LCO 2018/19 with indicative plans for
2019/20. Further longer-term business plans for the LCO will be submitted to the
Executive for approval before 2019.

The report seeks approval to the Council entering into a Partnering Agreement with
local NHS partners to govern the terms upon which the Council will be a partner
within the LCO.

The report also seeks approval to the Manchester Agreement which formalises the
joint commitment of organisations to the Locality Plan, “Our Healthier Manchester”.
Amongst other things this agreement includes the performance outputs of the new
care models within the LCO, the benefits of these in terms of better outcomes for
Manchester people and the principles of financial risk and gain share between
partners.

Recommendations:

That the Executive:-

1. endorse the progress on the Local Care Organisation (LCO) Business Plan
attached at Appendix A to this report, as the basis for establishing the
Manchester LCO, beginning from 1st April 2018 and covering its first year of
operation 2018/19

2. agree to enter into a Partnering Agreement with Manchester University
Foundation Trust (MFT), Manchester Primary Care Partnership (MPCP),
Greater Manchester Mental Health Trust (GMMHT) and Manchester Clinical
Commissioning Group (MCCG) to establish the Manchester LCO
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3. agree to enter into the Manchester Agreement attached at Appendix B to this
report which relates to investments from the Greater Manchester
Transformation Fund, Adult Social Care Grant and other sources to the
implementation of new models of service delivery through the LCO and to
enable such investments to be monitored for their impact on improved
outcomes for residents and financial sustainability of the City’s health and
social care services

4. delegate authority to the Chief Executive, the Executive Director for Strategic
Commissioning (DASS), the City Treasurer and the City Solicitor – after
consultation with the Executive Members for Adult Health and Wellbeing, and
for Finance and Human Resources – to agree the final terms of the Partnering
Agreement and the LCO Business Plan for 2018/19

5. note the statutory responsibilities for adult social care remain with the Council
and that the arrangements set out in section 5 of this report for one of the
Council’s representatives on the LCO Partnership Board and the Director of
Adult Services, who will be a Member of the LCO Executive Team, to be
authorised to undertake certain of those functions will be, in both cases, on the
basis of accountability to the Executive Director for Strategic Commissioning
(DASS)

6. note the financial consequences of the LCO on the Council’s budget as set out
elsewhere on this agenda

7. authorise officers to proceed with the deployment of staff and services to the
LCO in accordance with the Business Plan and the HR protocol to be included
within the Partnering Agreement.

Wards Affected: All

Manchester Strategy outcomes Summary of the contribution to the strategy

A thriving and sustainable city:
supporting a diverse and
distinctive economy that creates
jobs and opportunities

Support Manchester residents to improve their
health and wellbeing so they can benefit more from
jobs created in the city.

A highly skilled city: world class
and home grown talent sustaining
the city’s economic success

Improve health and wellbeing so Manchester
residents are better able to access the skills and
learning they need to find and sustain
jobs. Improve career pathways in health and social
care and support residents to access these
opportunities.

A progressive and equitable city:
making a positive contribution by
unlocking the potential of our
communities

Radically improve health outcomes and reduce
health inequalities across the city. Integrate health
and social care, and support people to make
healthier choices, so that people have the right care
at the right place at the right time.
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A liveable and low carbon city: a
destination of choice to live, visit,
work

Better connect health and social care services to
local people. Communities playing a stronger part
in looking after residents in their neighbourhood,
including those who are unwell, vulnerable, socially
isolated and lonely.

A connected city: world class
infrastructure and connectivity to
drive growth

N/A

Full details are in the body of the report, along with any implications for

● Equal Opportunities Policy
● Risk Management
● Legal Considerations

Financial Consequences – Revenue

The financial plan of the Local Care Organisation relating to Adult Social Care aligns
to the City Council’s planned investment for 2018/19 and its indicative plans for
2019/20. These will be reported to Executive on 7 February as part of the suite of
budget reports.

Funding for the LCO is included within the recommended section 75 pooled fund
contribution as set out in the Adult Social Care budget report.

Additional costs of establishing the LCO are being met by partners.

Financial Consequences – Capital

There are no specific capital investment requirements arising from this report.

Contact Officers:

Name: Geoff Little
Position: Deputy Chief Executive
Telephone: 0161 234 3280
E-mail: g.little@manchester.gov.uk

Name: Dr Carolyn Kus
Position: Executive Director for Strategic Commissioning (DASS)
Telephone: 0161 234 3952
E-mail: carolyn.kus@manchester.gov.uk

Name: Carol Culley
Position: City Treasurer
Telephone: 0161 234 3406
E-mail: c.culley@manchester.gov.uk
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Name: Liz Treacy
Position: City Solicitor
Telephone: 0161 234 3087
E-mail: l.treacy@manchester.gov.uk

Background documents (available for public inspection):

The following documents disclose important facts on which the report is based and
have been relied upon in preparing the report. Copies of the background documents
are available up to 4 years after the date of the meeting. If you would like a copy
please contact one of the contact officers above.

GM Strategic Plan – Taking Charge of Our Health and Social Care
Manchester Locality Plan – A Healthier Manchester
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 A key priority of the Our Manchester Strategy is to radically improve health
and care outcomes, through public services coming together in new ways to
transform and integrate services. This involves putting people at the heart of
these joined-up services, a greater focus on preventing illness, helping older
people to stay independent for longer, and recognising the importance of work
as a health outcome and health as a work outcome. The Locality Plan, “Our
Healthier Manchester”, represents the first five years of transformational
change needed to deliver this vision. The Council and its partners are now in
the second year of implementing the Locality Plan. The plan sets out how
Manchester is taking advantage of the devolution of health and social care
spending and decision making to Greater Manchester.

1.2 At its meeting on 8 February 2017, the Executive received a comprehensive
update on the progress towards implementing the Locality Plan. Manchester
currently has some of the poorest health outcomes in the country, and there
are very significant health inequalities within the city. The Locality Plan aims
to overcome the significant financial and capacity challenges facing health and
social care in order to reduce these inequalities and to become clinically and
financially sustainable.

1.3 The plan sets out the complex, ambitious set of reforms that are needed to
integrate services for residents. This includes developing a Local Care
Organisation (LCO) for integrating out-of-hospital care, a single hospital
service for integrating in-hospital care, and a single commissioning function for
health and social care.

1.4 The Locality Plan is fully aligned with the Our Manchester approach to change
ways of working. This will mean supporting more residents to become
independent and resilient, and better connected to the assets and networks in
places and communities. Services will be reformed so that they are built
around citizens and communities rather than organisational silos.

1.5 Since the update to the Executive in February 2017 significant progress has
been made. Manchester Health and Care Commissioning (MHCC) has been
established as the City's single commissioning function for health and social
care. CMFT and UHSM have merged to form Manchester University Hospital
Trust (MFT) as the first stage of forming the single hospital service; the
second stage of merging North Manchester District General Hospital with MFT
will now follow. The transformation of the city’s mental health services has
begun with the transfer of services to the GM Mental Health Trust (GMMHT).

1.6 Progress on the Locality Plan has reached a point where the Health and
Wellbeing Board has agreed to the Plan being refreshed. The refresh marks a
shift of emphasis, from changing and simplifying the city’s organisational
arrangements for health and social care (creating MHCC, MFT, GMMHT and
the LCO), to focus more on delivering better services and improved outcomes.
The refresh will fully embrace the principles of the Our Manchester approach.
The Health and Wellbeing Board received an update on the refresh on 17th
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January and the final draft will be submitted to a future meeting of the
Executive for approval.

1.7 The Executive in February 2017 also received a specific report on progress
towards developing the LCO and approved proposals for an LCO provider
selection process. This report updates the Executive on changes to the
provider selection process envisaged last February and on proposals to
establish the LCO from April this year.

2.0 The LCO Provider Selection Process

2.1 The procurement process envisaged in the report to the February 2017
Executive was a single contract between MHCC and a single provider or
consortium of providers acting together. It has not been possible to award a
single contract for health and care so far because of legal and financial issues,
including implications for VAT costs to the Council. These are national
constraints outside of the control of partners locally.

2.2 To maintain progress, the selection process will now be a two phase
approach. Phase 1 will be the 2018/19 starting position for the LCO. Clear
delegations will be outlined in a Partnering Agreement. The agreement will
also set out the services from partner organisations that will be within the remit
of the LCO Executive. The LCO Executive will assume responsibility for the
management of the agreed in scope services.

2.3 Under this arrangement, all existing health and social care contracts will
remain with the current providers, and this phase is expected to last until at
least April 2019.

2.4 The scope and timescales of implementing Phase 2 are currently under
discussion with MHCC. This will cover how the LCO will progress to a different
contractual mechanism, specifically in regards to health, from April 2019
onwards, subject to the ongoing procurement process. The procurement
process is therefore continuing, although it should be noted that the bid from
existing public sector providers is the only bid going forward.

3.0 The LCO Business Plan

3.1 An update on the LCO Business Plan is attached at Appendix A to this report.
This will be a one year plan for 2018/19, with indicative figures for 2019/20.
More detailed Business Plans covering future years will be submitted to the
Executive for approval as the LCO develops.

3.2 The progress and work required to support the establishment of the LCO in
2018/19, along with the range of activities and assurance required for this to
be agreed is set out in the Business Plan update.

3.2 The vision of the LCO vision “leading local care, improving lives in
Manchester, with you”. The LCO will support people to live healthy,
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independent, fulfilling lives and be part of a thriving and supportive community.
The LCO is being developed with the Our Manchester approach at the core of
its teams to ensure that it delivers strengths based and asset based
approaches at neighbourhood level.

3.3 The implementation of 12 integrated neighbourhood teams covering all areas
of the city is well progressed with nine teams co-located and plans for the
remaining three in place. Recruitment planning is underway to neighbourhood
leadership roles in February 2018. The teams will comprise health, social
care, and partners from the voluntary, community and social enterprise sector.
Engagement with stakeholders at a local level is being extended, including the
involvement of all Councillors in their Ward representative role.

4.0 Scope and Phasing

4.1 In 2018/19 the LCO will bring together directly provided adult social care
services, community health services and additional primary care services. In
2019/20 there will be further services brought in from mental health, primary
care, community health, and commissioned adult social care services.

4.2 Further developments of the Business Plan covering future years will include
details of commissioned adult social care services, including home care,
residential care and learning disability services moving to the LCO in 2019/20,
and aspects of Children’s services, including Early Help Hubs, in 2020/21.
This is important as the Partnering Agreement and delegations so far focus on
directly provided adult social care services.

5.0 Governance of the LCO

5.1 Partnering Agreement.

5.1.1 It is proposed that the City Council enters into a Partnering Agreement with
MFT, GMMHT, MPCP and Manchester Clinical Commissioning Group (the
CCG part of MHCC) to formally establish the LCO and ensure the delivery of
integrated health and social care services.

5.1.2 For the reasons set out at section 2.1 of this report it is not possible at this
time to establish the LCO as a single legal entity. However all of the partner
organisations wish to work together as closely as possible to deliver a
seamless integrated service that meets the objectives of the Locality Plan.
The Agreement sets out the governance arrangements for the LCO Board and
Executive; the relationship of the parties to the LCO; the reserved matters and
delegations to the Board members and Executive officers; scope of services;
risk and gain share arrangements and a HR protocol.

5.1.3 The Agreement is for a ten-year term with provision for regular review and
assessment, including whether it is possible to establish the LCO as a legal
entity.
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5.1.4 A provider organisation may withdraw from the Partnering Agreement only if
its commissioning contract is terminated or if there is a change of law. In the
event of termination the terminating party will have to pay all reasonable the
costs incurred by the other parties.

5.2 LCO Board and Executive

5.2.1 The role of the LCO Board is to maintain strategic oversight of and
accountability for the LCO; to support the LCO Executive; and to exercise any
relevant functions of the host partner. Each of the four provider partners
(MCC, MFT, GMMHT, MPCP) will have two places on the Board and one vote.
The Board have been meeting in shadow form for some months and the
Council has been represented by the Executive Member for Adults, Health
and Wellbeing and the Deputy Chief Executive. It is proposed that this
arrangement continues.

5.2.2 The Council posts of Director of Adult Services and Director of Social Care
Development will be members of the LCO Executive. Both posts will report to
the LCO Chief Executive, while maintaining a line of accountability to the
Executive Director for Strategic Commissioning (DASS).

5.3 Decision Making

5.3.1 As the LCO is not a partnership and not a legal entity, it is not appropriate or
possible to delegate any functions to the Board or Executive. However as the
majority of adult social care functions will be exercised through the LCO it is
important to ensure that all decisions are taken lawfully and partners
understand the Council’s decision making processes.

5.3.2 The Executive Director for Strategic Commissioning currently has delegated
authority as the statutory DASS to carry out all adult social care functions of
the Council. This will not change. The delivery of adult social care will be
undertaken by MCC staff operating within the ambit of the LCO, with line
management through to both the LCO Chief Executive and the Executive
Director for Strategic Commissioning.

5.3.3 The Executive Director for Strategic Commissioning will authorise the
Director of Adult Services to perform the majority of adult social care functions
except those that must remain with the DASS as the statutory accountable
officer.

5.3.4 To the extent that certain decisions need to be undertaken at LCO Board
level, the Executive Director for Strategic Commissioning will authorise the
Deputy Chief Executive to carry out those functions after consultation with the
Executive Member on the LCO Board.

5.3.5 The Agreement also makes provision for those decisions which must be made
by full Council or statutory officers to remain with those decision makers, and
for the LCO Executive to attend and provide information to the relevant
Council’s Scrutiny Committees.
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6.0 Workforce Implications of the LCO

6.1 There are circa 980 council staff who will transition to deliver services through
the LCO over the next two to three years. These include Social Workers and
Primary Assessment Officers.

6.2 An HR protocol has been developed which sets out principles to guide how
the LCO partners will work together to manage the change and support staff to
move to partnership working. These principles introduce a common
framework, which all parties agree to, that recognises, complements and
incorporates the existing policies and procedures of partner organisations. The
principles are also intended to be an important benchmark of how we intend to
work together in the future. They ensure collaboration and a shared
perspective in relation to how we manage our employees.

6.3 Communication and consultation with trade unions, is being managed through
an LCO Partnership Forum which meets on a monthly basis. All relevant
organisations are present at this meeting where key updates and topics
affecting the workforce are discussed and consulted on. It is essential that all
in scope staff receive clear and effective communication about the creation of
the LCO, and what this means for them, and these meetings ensure that all
emerging issues are captured and debated. A substructure group has also
been set up to allow focus for discussion and resolution on some of the more
challenging issues that may affect the workforce.

6.4 The HR protocol and related workforce issues will be reported to the
Personnel Committee on 7th February 2018.

7.0 Budget implications of the LCO

7.1 A summary of the financial plan for the first year of the LCO (2018/19) and
indicative figures for 2019/20 appears at section 8 of Appendix A. The specific
assumptions and risks relating to the Council’s budget for adult social care are
also set out in the Appendix. The financial risks are related to the
underfunding of adult social care nationally. These implications have been
included in the budget reports which appear elsewhere on this agenda.

7.2 The LCO will benefit from investment of £16.7m during 2018/19 primarily from
the GM Transformation Fund secured as part of the GM Devolution
Agreement, and to a lesser extent the Adult Social Care Grant.

7.3 The success of the LCO will depend on the investment of these additional
resources into new models of integrated care services. The new service
models have been designed to reduce demand for acute health and care
services by focussing on defined cohorts of people and intervening earlier
before problems escalate and through prevention. The new models of care
will be phased in during 2018/19 and are described in section 7 of Appendix A.
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8.0 Manchester Agreement

8.1 Long term financial sustainability of the LCO will depend on the financial
benefits of the reductions in demand from the new models of care being
turned into cashable savings, which can be transferred to the LCO in future
years to replace the one-off investments with ongoing revenue funding. The
Manchester Agreement includes a new joint performance framework to track
investments to improved outputs and outcomes, and an evaluation framework
to demonstrate how the improvements are driving outcomes.

8.2 The Agreement is attached at Appendix B. The Agreement covers the whole
of the Locality Plan, including benefits from the single hospital services. Of
particular relevance to the LCO are the agreed measures of activity reduction
or financial savings from the new models of care, for example fewer non-
elective admissions to hospital.

9.0 Conclusion

9.1 Significant progress has been made to date. The establishment of the LCO in
April 2018 will be a substantial change to delivery of health and care services
in Manchester. The arrangements for service delivery will engage all key
partners as well as stakeholders and service users across the City. It will all
be underpinned by the Our Manchester approach focussing on better
outcomes for Manchester people and involving and engaging residents in
major decisions which affect them.

9.2 Further reports will be brought to the Executive to seek the required further
approvals as the LCO develops, based on evaluation.
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Report to: LCO Partnership Board
Date: 26th January 2018
Subject: Local Care Organisation 2018/19 Business Plan Update – Version

2
Report of: Michael McCourt, Chief Executive, Manchester Provider Board
Prepared by: Katy Calvin-Thomas, Director of Strategy, Manchester Provider

Board

1. Introduction

At its meeting on the 4th January 2018 the LCO Partnership Board requested that the
LCO Executive produce a Business Plan by 17th January 2018. This request was
made to assure the Partnership Board on progress made to establish the LCO and
more specifically to support the Adult Social Care budget discussion at the meeting
of Manchester City Council’s Executive on 7th February 2018.

The challenges relating to the production of a Business Plan in a truncated timescale
were discussed at the Board, these included a continued lack of clarity on the
procurement process, and challenges as a result of outstanding due diligence
information, required to support the construction of the Business Plan.

Whilst significant progress has been made to produce the Business Plan, there are
still a number of key areas which are subject to ongoing discussions and are
therefore at a pre-drafting stage. This includes clarification about the procurement
process and agreement of the Partnering Agreement (and accompanying schedules)
both of which materially affect the Business Plan.

The primary focus of the Business Plan is to set out the progress and work required
to support the establishment of the LCO in 2018/19, along with the range of activities
and assurances required for this to be agreed. The Plan also includes some detail
on 2019/20.

This report provides a detailed update on the progress made to produce the LCO
Business Plan. The aim is to support continued progress on readiness for an April
2018 ‘go live’, with substantive draft of the Business Plan being prepared for the end
of February 2018 and aligned to the expected completion and signature of the
Partnering Agreement.

The paper includes specific updates in regards to:

- LCO Establishment Update;
- LCO Business Plan Framework;
- LCO Strategy;
- LCO Partnering Agreement;
- LCO Target Operating Model and Mobilisation; and
- LCO Financial Plan.

2. LCO 2018/19 Service Scope and Phasing
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In 2018/19, the LCO are bringing together directly provided Adult Social Care
services, community health services, additional/extended primary care services and
a range of healthcare related contracts. A summary of the services which are in
scope of the LCO in 2018/19 are detailed below. These were agreed as part of the
procurement process in October 2017 with Manchester Health and Care
Commissioning (MHCC).
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The scope of services for 2019/20 was also agreed in October 2017 and is set out below:
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3. LCO Establishment Update

MHCC are currently confirming the future work to establish and commission the LCO.
It is clear that there will be a two phase approach, Phase 1 and Phase 2, as set out in
their letter dated December 22nd 2017, which has been shared with Partners.

As set out by MHCC, Phase 1 will be the 2018/19 starting position for the LCO. Clear
delegations will be outlined in the Partnering Agreement that set out the scope of
services that will be delegated from partner organisations to the LCO Executive, who
will assume responsibility for the management of the agreed in scope services.
Under this arrangement, all of the existing health and social care contracts will
remain with the current providers, and at this stage it has been suggested that this
phase will potentially last until April 2019.

The scope and timescales of implementing Phase 2 is currently under discussion
with MHCC. This will describe how the LCO will progress to a different contractual
mechanism, specifically in regards to health, with regard to April 2019 onwards.

As a direct result of the introduction of a Phase 1 and 2 approach by MHCC, the LCO
has subsequently revised their due diligence request issued to Partners
organisations in order to meet the requirements and expedite the production of the
2018/19 Plan. This means current plans are based on less robust information than
was originally envisaged when undertaking due diligence and a business plan on the
provisional scope.

When clarity has been received in regard to the future contracting of the LCO, work
with Partners will be required to scope the future due diligence request and its extent.

As part of the work to finalise the Partnering Agreement clarity is being sought from
MHCC on the nature of both Phase 1 and Phase 2. This will enable Partners to
understand future contractual arrangements and the associated due diligence
required.

4. LCO Business Plan Framework

The format of the LCO Business Plan, as agreed at the LCO Partnership Board, 4th

January 2018. This is described in the table below. In conjunction with the
establishment update, the Business Plan is now solely focussed on Phase 1 activities
in 2018/19. It is recognised that significant work will be required in year to produce a
more robust longer term service and financial strategy, in conjunction with Partner
development and a due diligence process.

A current update on progress with each of the sections is included below:

Section Updated position 17th January 2018
Profile Work is progressing on organisational model and governance,

partnerships and target performance sub sections.
Strategy Work is still being produced on neighbourhood and

organisational objectives.
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Service Strategy
and Plan 2018/19

Additional work on start-up priorities underway and work to
progress 2019/20 priorities.

Financial Plan This is currently under consideration with partner Finance
Directors. A risk remains in relation to assumptions within the
Plan and this is being progressed with relevant Partners.

Risk
Management

The risk management framework is in place based on current
management procedures. Work is ongoing to agree the flow of
information to support the risk management in the LCO linked to
the delegations.

Leadership and
Workforce

This information is outlined in the LCO Proposition.

Governance
arrangements

Progressing well, but working on key dependencies with due
diligence, phase 1 and phase 2 approaches and Partnering
Agreement appendices.

5. LCO Strategy

5.1 LCO Vision

The LCO’s vision is ‘Leading local care, improving lives in Manchester, with you’.
The LCO will support people to live healthy, independent, fulfilling lives and be part of
a thriving and supportive community. We want people to have fair and equitable
access to health and social care services, receiving effective, safe, compassionate
care, closer to their homes.

We are working to ensure we create an organisation which places the ‘Our
Manchester’ approach at the heart of the teams, delivering asset based approaches
in local places.
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The delivery of integrated neighbourhood teams across all 12 neighbours in
Manchester are well progressed, with 8 teams with co-location agreed and plans for
the remaining in place. We are planning to begin recruitment to neighbourhood
leadership roles in March 2018. These teams will be built from across health, social
care and VCSE partners.

Our goals are shown below and we are working on these with people who will
become part of the LCO from April and with local residents. We are also working
with the Executive Member for Adults Health & Wellbeing to create key links between
the LCO, elected members, and neighbourhoods.

5.2 LCO Outcomes
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As the LCO becomes operational in 2018/19, a range of outcomes are being agreed
with commissioners. The LCO is committed to using our resources more efficiently
across the city and to drive up health and care outcomes. In order to deliver these
outcomes, we will need to make decisions together with our neighbourhoods about
how we use our collective resources to narrow the gap in health, wellbeing and
population outcomes over the next 10 years.

The detailed outcomes are included in Appendix 2 (within the draft Partnering
Agreement). Work is ongoing to agree indicators to support the understanding of how
the LCO is contributing to the delivery of these outcomes, however the high level
description of these outcomes is provided below.

Domain Outcome

Improve health and well-being of
people in Manchester

Improvement in number of people
supported to stay well and live
independently wherever possible
Fewer people die early from conditions
considered preventable

Ensuring Sustainability

Reduction in avoidable non-elective
activity in secondary care
Reduction in overall costs of care
packages

Improving outcomes and experience
for local people

Improvement in true collaborative
working, co-designed with real
outcomes
Improvement in outcomes that matter
for local people

Ensuring Equity

Reduction in variation in access and
outcomes by place across Manchester
Reduction in variation in access and
outcomes in communities of, identity
and experience

Working with others

Improvement in number of children who
are school ready
Improvement in number of households
who are economically active

5.3 Key Demographic Trends

The Business Plan will be written to respond to community based health and care
need of City of Manchester and its residents. It will be produced recognising that the
city has 32 wards and a rapidly growing population of 530,300, of which
approximately 50,000 are aged 65 and over.

Manchester’s Joint Strategic Needs Assessment contains a broad profile of the
health needs of the population in Manchester and some of the factors that contribute
to these. In summary:
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o Manchester is one of the 20% most deprived districts/unitary authorities in
England and about 36% (36,300) of children live in low-income families. Over
half of all out-of-work benefits claimed in Manchester are for health related
reasons (ESA/former incapacity benefit);

o the health of people in Manchester is generally worse than the England
average. Life expectancy at birth in Manchester is lower than for the North
West and England, with Manchester residents’ spending a greater proportion
of their lives in ill health. This means that Manchester’s population tend to
suffer ill health at an earlier age than in other areas;

o life expectancy is 8.2 years lower for men and 6.4 years lower for women in
the most deprived areas of Manchester than in the least deprived areas;

o in Year 6, 25.1% (1,422) of children are classified as obese, worse than the
average for England;

o Manchester has a higher proportion of working-age people (adults aged 16-64
years) in the city than the North West and England proportions. The older
working-age population (50-64 years) is forecast to grow rapidly and is a key
target group for the delivery of public health interventions to prevent rising
demands on health and care services (current age 30 to 50);

o Manchester’s older population (defined as adults aged 65 years and over)
tend to live towards the outskirts of the city, in particular in North Manchester
and South Manchester. This is impacted by the location of residential and
nursing homes. The 3 localities have different populations and therefore
different health needs; and

o death rate for conditions considered preventable among under 75s for
cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease and cancer is worst in country;

o the rate of smoking related deaths is 509 per 100,000, worse than the average
for England. This represents 821 deaths per year.

In order to begin to address these inequalities and poor outcomes, the LCO Service
Strategy has adopted a population health approach, focussing resources on key
groups where outcomes are currently poor and cost of care is expensive and the
lived experience for people is one of being referred between a range of health and
care services in an uncoordinated way.

Through the adoption of risk stratification approach it will develop targeted initiatives
which make an impact on specific people with a range of complex conditions and
focusing resources on improving their outcomes. This is shown below and had led to
the development of High Impact Primary Care now in place in three of the 12
neighbourhoods.

5.4 Population Health Model

Our approach within neighbourhoods is to utilise a population health model targeting
health, care, and support to the whole population. We have developed and adopted a
risk based approach to how we target people who have the most complex need,
which is shown below:
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This approach has been combined with a focus on service models for the following
five population cohorts:

o older people with frailty;
o adults with long-term conditions and/or at the end of life;
o mental health, learning difficulties and dementia;
o children and young people; and
o people with complex lifestyles

This will enable us to maximise the benefits, outcomes and experience for these
high-risk groups by delivering intensive support, whilst delivering cost-effective
preventative support to the rising risk cohorts. The population health model also
enables us to ensure that focus and energy is also given to the ‘At risk’ and ‘Healthy
People’ groups to develop services that over time will prevent many more people
needing more expensive services at the very top of the pyramid. This approach
promotes our core strategy of embedding prevention into all the services we offer.

Over the longer term, the LCO will be implementing changes within the
neighbourhoods that will seek to address poor health outcomes through working with
partners and the public on improving the social determinants of health including
housing, education and employment.

5.5 Workforce and Leadership Strategy

A detailed workforce strategy will continue to be developed for the LCO ahead of
service commencement in April 2018. The core principles of the strategy will place a
strong emphasis on workforce re-design and the development and deployment of
new roles to help address current workforce supply gaps across the health and social
care system. Early priorities to help reshape the workforce to deliver the LCO service
strategy will include some new roles as below:

o GP fellow posts (rotating between primary care and hospital specialties);
o primary care physician associates;
o advanced pharmacists;
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o nursing associates; and
o advanced care practitioners;

Staff working for the LCO will be employed by partner organisations, but the LCO
itself will be designed and operate to look and feel like an organisation for those
working within it, as well as for those accessing services. Working with partners
across the locality, and building on the recruitment and retention strategies of partner
employing organisations, the LCO will create an identity, culture and career
development framework, to attract and retain staff across all areas of service
delivery.

The LCO’s organisational development framework is being developed, this will have
a strong emphasis on social justice and inclusion. This will provide a working
environment for staff working within LCO services that promotes equality and
develops the potential of the whole workforce. This will enable the organisation to
benefit from the contributions of a diverse and inclusive workforce that is
representative of the place in which it is providing services.

In regards to the Integrated Neighbourhood Teams (INT’s), a quintet model for
leadership team structures has been put forward by the LCO Executive, as outlined
below. This includes a single accountable INT Manager supported by a Lead GP,
Lead Social Worker, Lead Nurse/AHP and a Lead for Mental Health. This model
needs further discussion with staff and trade unions before it is finalised, however the
model is built on the same design principles as the corporate governance and would
provide a clear line of accountability for operational management and performance,
from 12 INTs through localities to the LCO Executive.

The key new investment for the LCO is the development of the INT Manager role, all
other roles will be drawn from existing resources.

6. Partnering Agreement

As a result of developments throughout 2017/18, specifically the implications of VAT,
the LCO will not be a separate organisation in 2018/19 in contractual terms. Despite
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this, all Partners have been working collaboratively to ensure that there is delegated
authority and decision making to the LCO Executive to manage the in scope services
as agreed with MHCC.

In order to establish the LCO on 1st April 2018, the four statutory partners
(Manchester City Council, Manchester University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust,
Greater Manchester Mental Health NHS Trust and Manchester Primary Care
Partnership) agreed to develop a Partnering Agreement, with an aim to have it
completed and process in which it can be signed off agreed by the end of January
2018. The current draft version of this agreement, which has been developed via a
system wide governance working group with equal representation is, attached at
Appendix 2.

Work is still ongoing to complete this agreement. A critical aspect of its completion
relates to the description and agreement of Phase 1 and Phase 2 in relation to the
future contract arrangements for the LCO, which as of yet are not clarified.

Information from Partner organisations in regards to the delegated authority and
reserved matters within the Partnering Agreement, was made available to the LCO
on 17th January 2018. A timetable to complete this agreement is due to be finalised
by the next LCO Partnership Board, 8th February 2018.

In addition to the Partnering Agreement itself, a series of schedules support its
development and are in the process of being completed. A full list of the schedules is
provided below:

Schedule
#

Title Information

1 LCO Partnership
Board/LCO Executive

Description of the role and function of the
LCO Partnership Board and LCO
Executive.

2 Reserved Matters Detail of each of the reserved matters for
the Partner organisations.

3 Performance Management
Framework / Outcomes
Framework

The frameworks which the LCO will be
measured against for the services it
manages.

4 LCO Delegated Authority
Framework

The scheme of delegation by which the
LCO will manage issues in regards to
Performance, Workforce, Safety and
Finance on a practical basis.

5 Risk and Gain Share
Mechanism

The risk and gain share agreement.

6 Commissioning Contracts The contract mechanism by which the LCO
Partners are bound.

7 LCO Services Scope and
Phasing

The agreed scope and phasing of services
the LCO will manage in years 1 – 3.

8 LCO Contracting
Programme

Detail of the procurement process around
phase 1 and 2.

9 MCC Service Level
Agreement

The SLA that MCC will hold between itself
and the LCO.
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10 HR Protocol Principles by which the HR functions of
Partner organisations that will utilised by
the LCO.

11 LCO Provisional Resource
Assumptions

The resource, both named and financial
that is required to operate the LCO and
relevant implications to Partners.

7. Target Operating Model and Mobilisation

In collaboration with partners (including commissioners) a Target Operating Model
(TOM) has been developed. This is provided below.

This outlines how the LCO will plan, manage and organise service delivery, and this
will come on stream as in-scope services transition to the LCO over the next 3 years.
This takes into consideration both the services that will transition from existing
organisations and transformational programmes (new models of care).

The Transformation Fund investment within the LCO is linked to the delivery of a
range of service provision benefits for the people of Manchester. These benefits are
captured in each of the businesses cases.
Work on the transformation of mainstream community services across the Partners to
achieve greater outcomes for people, within the current resource envelope, is
beginning within the LCO in 2018/19. This is reflected with relatively modest
efficiency assumptions in 2018/19, which rise to around £15 million in 2019/20. There
are plans already in place in social care to deliver this and the LCO will begin
supporting work on this during 2019/20.
The LCO will operate a distributed leadership model and will look to enable as much
service planning and delivery at the neighbourhood level as is possible. The model
below enables the LCO to illustrate how the neighbourhood services will interact with
services provided at the locality and citywide level and the role that the LCO will take
in the Manchester system to manage community and out of hospital services.
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In its first year of operation, the priority focus for the LCO will be to:

• Manage the safe transition and operation of current services
• Mobilise, run and evaluate the new models of care
• Manage the interface of services with MHCC, MFT, MPCP, MCC and

GMMH
• Establish, manage and develop the LCO corporate functions in the locality

context

7.1 Manage the safe transition and operation of current services

A due diligence process is underway to inform and enable the safe transition and
operation of current services. In addition, the LCO has worked through a set of
operational scenarios on quality, performance, finance and workforce to demonstrate
how it will respond to events within the new operating model. These scenarios
focused on deployed staff in the first instance and have been shared with partners.

7.2 Mobilise, run and evaluate the new models of care

The following transformation programmes are already mobilising:
• High impact Primary Care (HiPC): the team in North Manchester started to

receive referrals w/c 13th November and the services for the Central and
South localities plan to be operational before the end of January 2018.

• Reablement: mobilisation commenced and recruitment underway.
• Discharge to assess: mobilisation has commenced and recruitment is

underway
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• Extracare: 5 flats in Village 135 are now operational.
• Enhanced Home from Hospital: service operational citywide from October

2017.
• Community Links for Health: service operational in North Manchester and

process to mobilise in Central and South is underway.

All other transformation programmes are progressing, although some experienced
delays caused by a range of issues including:

• Delays in business case approval;
• Delays in money release.

In addition, pressures on transformation funding mean that not all programmes can
be funded in full and the LCO is prioritising funding on a phased basis, as agreed by
Partnership Board.

These issues will impact on the benefits realisation profile for year 1 and potentially
overall.

Through collaboration with system partners, the LCO is working to understand the
range of service improvement and transformation that is taking place across and
beyond the Manchester system. Our intention is to understand how this work directly
and indirectly impacts on the LCO operating model, as well as identify opportunities
to consolidate thinking and resources.

7.3 Manage the interface of services with MHCC, MFT, MPCP, MCC and GMMH

The Partnership Agreement will set out the delegation framework from which the
interfaces with key system partners and governance will be designed.

7.4 Establish, manage and develop the LCO corporate functions in the locality
context

As all in scope contracts will remain with current providers for April 2018, we will be
working to ensure we have robust SLAs in place to continue to deliver strongly on
performance, workforce and finance during 2018/19.

The LCO also has a key work stream in place to support organisational set up which
includes:

• How services will be planned, managed and delivered at neighbourhood,
locality and citywide levels;

• Corporate functions being established in line with the accountabilities and
responsibilities of each Executive portfolio. This includes organisational
structures and proposals for how the LCO will make, share or buy key support
services from partners or other organisations. Funding for these are being
finalised.

• Defining the LCO identity, organisational development and learning approach
and managing the transition of staff working with and deployed into the LCO.

• Establishment of the LCO corporate infrastructure. This is underway with new
LCO premises being identified and the supporting IM&T agreed with MCC.
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• Defining how the LCO performance will be monitored through LCO
governance, the Manchester Agreement, contractual KPIs and the LCO
Outcomes Framework.

• Defining clinical accountability and governance models to ensure clinical input
into future service improvement programmes, as well discharging agreed
clinical, quality and safety responsibilities for the management of transitioning
services.

When considered together, the TOM and the mobilisation plan clarify how the LCO
will work within the Manchester system to ensure:
• System resilience and demand management;
• LCO infrastructure is in place to manage the safe transfer and operation of

transferring services and mobilisation of service improvement programmes;
• Full mobilisation and evaluation of LCO-led service improvement.

The mobilisation of the LCO operating model is enacted through the Partnership
Agreement. It is contingent on timely partner compliance with the Due Diligence
process, the release of transformation funding and system commitment to a new way
of working.

8. Financial Plan

During 2017/18, the LCO have been working with partners to create a Financial Plan
for the LCO. It should be reiterated that during 2018/19, the contracts for the LCO
are likely to remain with the existing providers. Therefore, preparation of the Financial
Plan has proved a challenging task in terms of the timely release of information in
regards to direct costs and the ability to engage in a productive dialogue about the
disaggregation of overhead costs.

During the procurement process, MHCC indicated that for 2018/19 an Income and
Expenditure statement (analysed by contract blocks) for the first three years of the
transfer of in-scope services to the LCO would be an acceptable first step. The
summary Income and Expenditure (I&E) statement for 2018/19 and the balanced
indicative I&E statement for 2019/20 presented below represent a position as at 17th
January 2018. Further work will continue into February to further refine the position.

2018/19 Income and Expenditure Position Total

INCOME £m

Health Care Services - Total 96.8
Social Care Services – Total 59.0
Investment Funding: Total 16.7
Other commissioned: Total 6.3

Total Income 178.8

PAY (Direct costs)

Total Pay 116.4
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NON-PAY (Direct costs)

Total Non Pay 49.6

Total Direct Cost Expenditure (nominal) 166.0

Contribution to Indirect Costs and
Overheads 12.8

Assumed Indirect Costs and Overheads (12.9)

Assumed Net Position (0.0)
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2019/20 Income and Expenditure Position Total

INCOME £m

Health Care Services - Total 322.8
Social Care Services – Total 191.3
Investment Funding: Total 10.8
Other commissioned: Total 6.8

Total Income 531.7

PAY (Direct costs)

Total Pay 126.9

NON-PAY (Direct costs)

Total Non Pay 397.0

Total Direct Cost Expenditure (nominal) 524.0

Contribution to Indirect Costs and
Overheads 7.8

Assumed Indirect Costs and Overheads (7.8)

Assumed Net Position (0.0)

8.1 Financial Plan Assumptions

Given the challenge indicated above in terms of creating the Financial Plan for the
LCO, a list of key assumptions is provided below:

Adult Social Care

In line with health budgets, the adult social care (ASC) element has been developed
on a bottom-up ‘expenditure-driven’ basis using the 2017/18 recurrent direct cost
expenditure base adjusted for known movements.

An overall assumption of break-even on direct cost expenditure has been used to
derive contract income values at this stage pending commissioner confirmation. ASC
contract values have been pegged to direct cost expenditure and include an
allowance for pay and price inflation.

The Adult Social Care component of the LCO financial plan is based on the approved
February 2017 Manchester City Council budget assumptions for 2017-20 including
the cash limit budget, approved savings programme and the centrally held funding for
inflation, demographics and the national living wage (described in the 2017 Locality
Plan financial strategy as the ‘social care expenditure limit’); this is then updated for:

(i) The agreed scope and annual phasing of service transfers, distinguishing
between provision and commissioning ‘blocks’;
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(ii) Separation of gross cost, spending authority for which will transfer (through
SLA arrangements) to the LCO Executive through the Director of Social
Care and income that will remain with the City Council;

(iii) Alignment with the City Council’s budget proposals detailed in the ASC
Directorate Budget and Business Plan 2018-20;

(iv) Deployment of the ASC reform grant in line with the decisions made by the
City Council and MHCC Executive.

(v) The cost of approved reform schemes, detailed in approved business
cases, and the non-recurring investment funding (ASC grant and GM
Transformation Fund) and benefits (savings on homecare and residential
care) expected;

The resulting budget is a firm cash limit for 2018/19 and indicative budget for 2019/20
and will be managed in accordance with the Partnering Agreement. As accountability
for the Social Care budget remains with the Strategic Director Commissioning and
DASS, a reduced level of due diligence has been undertaken and the Strategic
Director Adult Social Care will discharge authority to spend in 2018/19 on the basis
the cash limit allocation approved will have addressed the known material spending
pressures to 1st April 2018.

NHS Contracts

NHS contract income this has been informed by NHS commissioning budgets. The
contract values confirmed by commissioners are those based on the forecast Month
4 outturn for 2017/18 and are stated at 2017/18 prices.

NHS expenditure for central and south Manchester has been aligned to the analyses
of 2017/18 direct cost budgets.

In relation to North Manchester community services an overall assumption of
breakeven against confirmed contract values has been applied, as we are awaiting
direct cost information which is due by 19th January 2018.

An overall assumption of breakeven across the health contract block has been
assumed based on current position.

Pay and non-pay expenditure has been uplifted to current year values on the basis of
NHSI’s published Economic Forecast Assumptions.

8.2 Financial Plan Risks

The LCO have recognised the following risks in relation to the financial plan:

(i) The production of the Financial Plan and the information from which it has
been built has not yet been subject to full due diligence. Material
inaccuracies could exist within the base information which are not identified
at this stage. To manage this risk, a conservative approach has been
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adopted and underpinning assumptions applied. The level of assumptions
may impact on the overall robustness of this Financial Plan. Dialogue is
ongoing with provider organisations to validate the information received via
the Finance Working Group.

(ii) The Financial Plan presents the LCO projected financial performance
across each of the six contract ‘blocks’ (i.e. Adult Social care [ASC]
Provision, ASC Commissioning, Mental Health, Primary Care, Health
Provision and Health Commissioning) in accordance with the proposed
staging of the transfer of in-scope services. Formal conclusion of this
process is ongoing.

(iii) The ASC demographics profile of the number of clients eligible to enter
service and their acuity of need will always have a level of uncertainty and
associated financial risk.

(iv) The budget for 2019/20 is indicative and there is a significant programme
of work underway by commissioners on financial sustainability. The pivotal
role of the LCO in transforming out of hospital services is integral to the
medium term financial strategy.

(v) The Financial Plan recognises that the Manchester City Council Executive
has approved ASC budget assumptions for 2017-20 and the latest re-fresh
work currently goes through Scrutiny and Executive process.

(vi) There are significant acknowledged risks within the ASC budgets and
although responsibility for commissioned services only takes effect from
2019/20, early engagement on the commissioning strategy for residential,
nursing and homecare market for 2018/19, before this responsibility
transfers, is particularly important.

(vii) The Budget Delivery Plan for Social Care (£4.4m) is assumed to be
supported by a detailed programme of work to be developed and
implemented with engagement of the LCO.

(viii) A key element of the financial model is sustaining investments following
the reduction in one-off funding from grant and TF. The expectation is the
LCO cost base will be maintained through funding 'flowing around the
system' in line with the investment strategy and forthcoming Manchester
Agreement. The risk-reward arrangements are still in development.

(ix) A risk remains around overheads available to the LCO. Whilst the LCO will
aim to utilise existing systems, the scale and pace of change required to
support financial sustainability will need to be drawn from carving out
existing costs in the Partner organisations.

8.3 Financial Plan Summary

Taking into consideration the information provided above:
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(i) The I&E Statement for 2018/19 represents the basis of the LCO’s
proposed direct costs budget for that year on the basis of agreement on
the in-scope services. The indicative I&E Statement for 2019/20 presents
also a balanced position overall, on the basis that ‘at risk’ funding
recognised in relation to identified financial pressures is agreed with
commissioners, and the LCO’s corporate structure is funded via the
contribution to indirect costs and overheads in respect of transferred
services.

(ii) The LCO’s ability to deliver the ASC plan as set out is dependent on a
number of factors, including:

- early engagement of the LCO in the MHCC’s proposals for the Budget
Delivery Plan to address the underlying financial gap in 2019/20.;

- the decisions of the Council’s Executive on the Budget Investment and
Delivery Plan proposals and confirmation of the allocation for the LCO;
and

- Confirmation of the proposed ASC grant allocations.

(iii) The resourcing of sufficient capacity to support the target operating model
is considered critical to the LCO’s ability to deliver to the scale and pace
set out within the Prospectus.

9. Recommendations

Further to the information outlined in this paper, the LCO can confirm that based on
current available information, we are in a position to begin to operate services in April
2018/19. The LCO Executive and wider team are also cognisant of the requirements
that are associated with the implementation and delivery of a LCO to support system
wide delivery of transformation benefits and efficiency schemes.

LCO Partnership Board are requested to note and action the following
recommendations:

• To note the progress made in regards to producing an LCO Business Plan for
2018/19 and proposed completion by end of February 2018 subject to
satisfactory completion of the Partnering Agreement;

• Support the development of a roadmap which will be produced to take the
LCO through to go-live in April 2018;

• All Partners to inform what their sign off processes are in relation to the
Partnering Agreement and Business Plan;

• Support an assessment of the changes from the initial vision and scope set
out in the LCO Prospectus and an impact analysis of this, specifically in
regards to benefits realisation; and

Support a commitment to funding neighbourhood team leadership structures and
development of the teams
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THE MANCHESTER AGREEMENT
Transforming the health & social care system in Manchester – A
Partnership Agreement
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INTRODUCTION

The Manchester Agreement (MA) has been produced within the context of hugely
ambitions plans to deliver a transformed health and social care system, not just in
Manchester but regionally as part of the Greater Manchester (GM) devolution deal.

The Manchester Locality Plan sets the ambition to radically improve people’s health
in the city and close an estimated £135 million financial gap that there would
otherwise be by 2020/21. This will require an unprecedented set of complex,
interdependent reforms to the way services are commissioned and provided,
encompassing structural, contractual and service delivery transformation.

Large scale investment is being provided to support this transformation through the
GM Transformation Fund, additional Government funding for Adult Social Care
(ASC), and a range of other sources. Given the scale and complexity of this change,
it is vital that all partners have the confidence and assurance that investment in
transformation will lead to improved health outcomes and financial sustainability.

The GM Investment Agreement provides the high-level information about what
needs to be delivered in return for the investment from the GM Transformation Fund.
The Manchester Agreement will sit alongside the GM Investment Agreement to
provide additional assurance about how investment and reform will reduce demand
in the city. It will detail how partners will collaborate to better understand how the
investments being made in new models of care will reduce demand for acute health
services, and, through decommissioning, release cashable savings for reinvestment.
This will be done by tracking and monitoring key metrics over time, evaluating the
impact that the new approaches have on people’s lives, and setting out how partners
will share risk and reward. Inputs and outputs required from the main programmes
of change will be identified, along with how these link to the outcomes and
population health impacts required.

This first version of the MA focuses on investment from the GM Transformation Fund
(including Mental Health (MH), Local Care Organisation (LCO), Single Hospital
Service (SHS), Primary Care (seven-day access, Digital), and related funding
sources where funding for transformation projects comes from more than one source
(ASC reform funding, for example). Subsequent versions will continue to take
account of related work being undertaken at regional level by the GM Health &
Social Care Partnership (GMHSCP), and ultimately the broader range of investments
required to deliver reform.

The MA, therefore, seeks to further strengthen the partnership between key health
and social care partners in Manchester, to better enable the delivery of system wide
transformation.

This document has four main sections:

• Section one outlines the vision and strategy for the system,
• Section two describes the approach to performance, benefits and evaluation,

with the performance framework itself included as an appendix,
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• Section three introduces the principles of risk and gain share that will underpin
the MA,

• Section four covers the ‘partnership compact’, which partners are asked to
sign up to.

SECTION ONE – VISION & STRATEGY

1. Background and Introduction

‘Taking Charge of our Health and Social Care in Greater Manchester’ (2016) is the
strategic plan for whole system transformation of integrated health and social care, in
which for the first time, local people are taking charge of decisions on the health and
care services for Greater Manchester (GM). It outlines five themes on which reform
across GM is being focused to support transformation and ensure sustainability of
the health and care system. These are: the radical upgrade in population health
prevention; standardising community care; standardising acute hospital care;
standardising clinical support and back office services and enabling better care.

The Manchester Locality Plan, ‘A Healthier Manchester’ (2016), detailed the
transformation ambition for health and care services in Manchester for delivery of its
part of the Greater Manchester Plan against these themes. It set out the strategic
approach to improving the health outcomes of residents of the city, while also
moving towards financial and clinical sustainability of health and care services. It
was developed in the context of the public consultation which was taking place for
the Manchester Strategy - ‘Our Manchester’, in which Manchester City Council
asked residents what their ideal Manchester would be. Through the consultation it
was found was that residents wanted more efficient public services that joined up
and worked together, working towards an ambitious future for the city.

The vision is for Manchester to be in the top flight of world-class cities by 2025, when
the city will:

• Have a competitive, dynamic and sustainable economy that draws on its
distinctive strengths in science, advanced manufacturing, culture, and creative
and digital business - cultivating and encouraging new ideas,

• Possess highly skilled, enterprising and industrious people,
• Be connected, internationally and within the UK,
• Play its full part in limiting the impacts of climate change,
• Be a place where residents from all backgrounds feel safe, can aspire, succeed

and live well,
• Be clean, attractive, culturally rich, outward-looking and welcoming.

This is a challenging, exciting and ambitious vision. To make it a reality, the system
will have to work together in a new way to get things done. The Locality Plan
reflected the shared commitment and vision of the commissioners and providers
within the system, who at that time included: North, Central and South Manchester
Clinical Commissioning Groups, Manchester City Council, the three acute hospital
trusts, and Manchester Mental Health and Social Care Trust. The organisational
landscape has now changed, in accordance with the Locality Plan, reflecting the
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significant progress that has taken place. This in addition to the publication of Our
Manchester, provides the opportunity to refresh the Locality Plan; enabling the
system to reflect on progress, re-state the principles of change underpinning the
Locality Plan, and describe the overall strategic aims of the system taking into
account Our Manchester and the outcomes that will be achieved for the population.

1.1 Our Manchester

The Our Manchester approach simply means having a different conversation with
residents and partners, working together to build relationships and really listen to the
people we work with. Starting from strengths - what people can do, rather than what
they can’t do. And all of this is aimed at helping people across the city lead better
lives. It puts people at the centre of everything we do:

• Better lives – it’s about people,
• Listening – we listen, learn and respond,
• Recognising strengths of individuals and communities – we start from

strengths,
• Working together – we build relationships and create conversations.

The delivery of the Locality Plan now needs to be undertaken within the context of
the Our Manchester approach. Residents told us that health services were important
to them so we need to work together to deliver the best services possible. We’ll do
this by ensuring the behaviours we exhibit match the approach - we’ll work together
more and trust those we work with; we’ll listen, learn and respond; we’ll take
responsibility for our own actions and allow ourselves the freedom to try new things.
Only by changing the way we work with our residents across the whole system, will
we achieve the transformed and sustainable health and care system needed. Most
of all, we’re all proud and passionate about our city. It is, after all, Our Manchester.

In refreshing the Locality Plan and setting out the vision for this agreement, we are
now able to state that when we commission services, we'll do it an Our Manchester
way – by listening to what residents tell us is important, by thinking differently about
solutions rather than doing the same old things, and by working together across
organisations to get the job done.

1.2 Principles of change

The seven principles of change which underpin the Locality Plan, consistent with the
Our Manchester approach remain as:

Principle one – People and place of Manchester will have priority above
organisational interests,

Principle two – Commissioners and providers will work together on reform and
strategic change,

Principle three – Costs will be reduced by better co-ordinated proactive care which
keeps people well enough not to need acute or long term care,

Principle four – Waste will be reduced, duplication avoided and activities stopped
which have limited or no value.
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Principle five – The health and social care system is made up of many independent
and interdependent parts which can positively or adversely affect each other. Strong
working relationships will be developed within the system with clear aims and a
shared vision for the future.

Principle six – There will be partnership with the people of Manchester, the
workforce, voluntary and community organisations.

Principle seven – The partnership will work to safeguard children, young people and
adults, enhancing their health and well-being and protecting the rights of those in the
most vulnerable situations.

2. Our Vision and Strategic Aims

The Locality Plan did set out an ambition for Manchester residents by 2021, however
the current refresh of the plan enables the system to incorporate Our Manchester
into the strategic aims for the system. The strategic aims are summarised below:
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Manchester has transformed in terms of economic growth and infrastructure.
However, people’s health and wellbeing have not prospered, and in 2017 residents
of Manchester still have some of the worst health outcomes in England. Achieving
good health is predominantly influenced by the wider determinants of health such as
education, housing, employment, and skills.

These strategic aims explicitly commit the health and care system to its role in
strengthening the wider determinants of health. The role that the system will play in
actively strengthening the wider determinants, reducing dependency, and therefore
unlocking the potential of the community to live well and contribute towards the city’s
growth, is fundamental to the achievement of these aims.

•Proactively support people’s health by starting well, living well, ageing well and at the end of
life.

•Improve both mental and physical health.

•Provide services fairly, to reduce local variation in healthy lives.

1. To improve the health and wellbeing of people in Manchester

•Enable healthy lifestyle choices and prevent ill health.

•Support improvements in housing, jobs, education, the economy and people’s social
connections.

2. To strengthen the social determinants of health and promote
healthy lifestyles

•Coordinate health and care, ensuring safety, quality, value for money and high standards for
all.

3. To ensure services are safe, equitable and of a high standard
with less variation

•Build on the strengths of communities, voluntary groups and social networks.

•Invest in individuals and carers, supporting them to manage their own health.

4. To enable people and communities to be active partners in
their health and wellbeing

•Transform the health and care system, moving our focus from hospital to the community.

•Reinvest the savings we make into better care.

•Balance our finances now and in future years.

•Develop our workforce so we have committed, healthy, skilled, people where and when
they are needed.

5. To achieve a sustainable system
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The achievement of the strategic aims will be measured through existing monitored
outcome frameworks across the system spanning health, care (which will include this
MA) and the wider determinants covered by the Our Manchester strategy.

3. Achieving the Strategy

The Locality Plan outlined the initial approach to delivery of the ambition which was
focused on establishing the organisational architecture needed for whole system
transformation, effectively the establishment of the three pillars which are:

• A single commissioning system – this has been established as Manchester
Health and Care Commissioning (MHCC); ensuring the efficient commissioning
of health and care services on a city wide basis with a single line of accountability
for the delivery of services. This approach will integrate spending across health
and social care, reducing duplication of service delivery and fragmentation of
care,

• A Local Care Organisation (LCO) delivering integrated and accessible out of
hospital services through community based health, primary and social care
services within neighbourhoods. Through the combining of resources residents
will get integrated services, resulting in improved outcomes (with holistic needs
addressed) at reduced cost,

• A ‘Single Manchester Hospital Service’ (SHS) – the Manchester University
Hospital Foundation Trust (MFT) has been established through a merger of
Central Manchester Foundation Trust (CMFT) and University Hospital South
Manchester (UHSM), with planning underway to bring North Manchester General
Hospital (NMGH) into the Group. An SHS will secure cost efficiencies and
strengthen clinical services, through consistent and complementary
arrangements for the delivery of acute services achieving a fully aligned hospital
model for the city.

These have now either been established (MHCC, MFT) or are in the process of
being established, with LCO procurement on track for completion by April 2018. It is
important that organisational changes are followed through in their establishment
their maturity and how they work together. However, looking forward a new focal
point which focuses upon changes to services and our relationship with residents
needs to be developed. Three new areas of focus are proposed:

‘Our Services’
This means:
• Developing integrated, well-coordinated and proactive care,
• Standardised care which consistently follows evidence based pathways and

interventions,
• Connecting with communities, delivering excellent user experience in

neighbourhoods where possible,
• Completing organisational changes to commissioning and provision,
• Maximising potential through research and innovation in the city.
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‘Our People’
This means:
• Addressing the causes of poor health outcomes across Manchester with

interventions that will impact on in the short, medium and long term,
• Achieving equity in quality and service provision across the city,
• Engaging and empowering residents in positive lifestyle choices regarding

smoking, diet, exercise and alcohol,
• The health and care system being an exemplar of the Our Manchester approach,
• Working with others to bring opportunities for education, employment, good

housing, a developing economy and social inclusion.

‘Our Outcomes’
This means:
• Delivery of quality, safety and performance across the system,
• Achieving financial balance across the health and social care system in the short

and medium term,
• Good levels of recruitment, retention and staff satisfaction,
• Modern buildings and technology supporting effective working.

The health and care system is currently identifying the high level milestones over the
next 12 months (laying the foundation) , three years (system performing), five years
(system maturing) and ten years (delivering the vision) that will need to be achieved
in order to achieve the strategic aim across ‘Our Services’, ‘Our People’ and ‘Our
Outcomes’. A draft of the high level milestones is shown below, and further work is
taking place to articulate the full milestone plan that will support delivery.
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SECTION TWO – PERFORMANCE, BENEFITS & EVALUATION

4. Introduction

This section of the MA describes the approach the system will take to identifying,
managing and delivering the performance, benefits and evaluation aspects of
transformational system change.
The importance of these three aspects, not only in their stand-alone state but in the
way they interact and support each other, cannot be overestimated. Effective
identification, management and delivery of performance, benefits and evaluation will
underpin system transformation.

5. Performance Framework

The MA performance framework is intended to provide a high-level view of how
whole system reforms are progressing. It identifies a small number of definable
indicators that can be used to track and measure progress over time. The measures
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represent the changes required to the LCO, SHS, to population health, and align with
broader strategic objectives in the city such as increasing social value. The
measures focus in particular on quantifying the short and medium term changes
required, in order to deliver longer-term financial and clinical sustainability.

The performance framework should be read alongside the sections on: benefits
realisation, to understand how these measures will actually be tracked through to
realising benefits; evaluation, to give confidence that it is the investments in reform
that are having an impact rather than other factors; and gain and loss share, so the
same performance measures are being used to determine how money will flow
around the system in future.

The proposed performance framework, displayed as a series of dashboards, is
attached at Appendix A.

5.1Approach

The performance framework uses a logic model approach:

• Inputs: what are the additional inputs, e.g. new resources, investment, people?
• Outputs: what changes in activities does this lead to, e.g. increased episodes of

preventative care?
• Outcomes: how do these activities reduce demand and cost in the system?
• Impacts: how does this improve population health?

The main focus in this framework is on the outputs and outcomes, as the
measurable changes that will more directly result from the investments. The
evaluation framework will consider how to demonstrate that the inputs and outputs
are driving the outcomes.

The Health & Social Care Data Warehouse will bring together the different data
required for patients (through the development of the Manchester Care Record) and
at an aggregate level. Data input sources will be agreed, and a Data Quality
Improvement Plan will set out the measures needed to improve data and address
gaps.

5.2Summary of Performance Measures

The four main areas that are covered in this framework are as follows.

LCO Outcomes

These are measures of activity reductions or financial savings related to Manchester,
for example fewer non-elective admissions to hospital. To note:

● The measures included here are consistent with the GM Investment Agreement
(GMIA), which reflects top-down assumptions from a dated baseline position, at a
point in time in March 2017. These will subsequently be updated to form an
accurate baseline position from April 2018
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● The table includes revisions noted previously to the Transformation
Accountability Board (TAB) on the metrics for homecare packages (one part of
the cost of care packages) and North West Ambulance Service (NWAS)
journeys.

● The table includes the non-cashable elements for the metrics as well as cashable
reductions required to present the totality of the challenge for the system. These
overall reductions need to be achieved in order for a proportion of the reductions
to be cashed. Note those items considered 0% cashable are excluded.

● Acute metrics are currently shown in activity terms, whereas social care and
prescribing are shown in financial terms. This is in order to be consistent with the
GM IA and work with the best available data.

● Measures are after reductions for optimism bias.

Further development work will include:

● Subsequent versions of the framework will be developed in future, including:
a) inclusion of measures being used to track the investments in the mental

health improvement programme as part of GMTF investment,
b) just the cashable element of savings, as per the GMIA,
c) bottom-up calculation of benefits based on aggregation of individual

business cases for investment submitted by the LCO,
d) commissioner cashability assessment – which is the main measure used

in MHCC financial reporting.
● Further breakdowns will also be shown such as the split across LCO priority

cohort groups, and the implications for each organisation – but showing these
here would make the framework much more complicated to view.

● A proxy measure still needs to be developed for GP productivity. This was 0%
cashable in the GM IA but is still an important element of the overall reforms.

LCO Outputs and Activities

This section takes a small number of key quantifiable metrics for activity that the
LCO needs to deliver from each of the key models of care set out in individual
business cases and the overall LCO programme plan, such as Integrated
Neighbourhood Teams and High Impact Primary Care. Including these here is
intended to give system leaders an indication that the LCO is on track to deliver the
metrics of activity that in turn should drive the longer-term reductions in demand and
improvements to people’s health.

SHS Outputs and Activities

The SHS performance framework seeks to provide a robust and workable
performance and benefits framework based on the patient benefit cases developed
as part of the merger approval process.

The SHS table included in the performance framework in appendix A shows when
service transformation is scheduled to start and finish in each of the benefit areas.
These will be developed further as specific patient benefits are described.

Whole-system change
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This section includes a small selection of further indicators that the whole system is
on track to deliver the longer-term improvements needed in population health.
Examples include fewer deaths from preventable diseases and improvements in
school readiness. These metrics are consistent with the targets for Manchester
within the GM Population Health plan.

6 Benefits Planning, Management & Realisation

This section specifies the approach that will be adopted to ensure benefits are
planned, managed and realised. The outcome measures specified in Manchester’s
performance framework are, effectively, benefits. Given this, and to make the
process as comprehensible as possible, further benefits over and above outcome
measures will not be identified at this stage.

6.1Approach

Typically, a benefits planning, management and realisation approach follows four
main steps:
• Identify – high level identification of benefits.
• Validate – benefits worked through in detail, culminating in a firm promise to

deliver, based on stated assumptions (what, where, when and how).
• Enable – benefits embedded in solution delivery.
• Monitor and realise – progress tracked against operational and financial targets.

This MA builds on the work undertaken in Manchester to ‘Identify’ and ‘Validate’
benefits, and outlines how the ‘Enable’ and ‘Monitor and realise’ stages will be
delivered.

Planning, managing and realising benefits on this scale, at this level of complexity, is
a challenge. Therefore, the intention with this approach is to start with a
manageable process that allows for the build-up of capabilities over time, informed
by learning from how benefits management is working in practice.

6.2Governance

6.2.1 Classifying benefits

In the broadest sense, benefits are either cashable or non-cashable. Cashable
benefits are those that, upon achievement, result in some financial benefits. In the
case of the transformation being pursued in Manchester, cashable benefits will
directly contribute to the objective of achieving financially sustainable system. Once
a cashable benefit is realised, the gain and loss share agreement will determine how
and where the benefit is ‘banked’, and how it will trigger the resulting change in
investment in service delivery. In Manchester’s case, this should broadly result in a
shift in funding flows from in-hospital to out-of-hospital services.

Non-cashable benefits are all those benefits that don’t have a quantifiable financial
measure, and as a result can’t be ‘banked’. These often include resident satisfaction
measures and efficiency improvements, for example.
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The two types of benefit are not mutually exclusive, and the categorisation of a
benefit can sometimes be difficult. For example, a non-cashable benefit may result
in cashable benefits over time, but unless the cashability of these benefits can be
quantified accurately and ‘banked’ after a defined period, they remain non-cashable.

A financial benefit could also accrue from a non-cashable benefit in the case of
benefits that result in future cost avoidance. For example, in a situation where
demand is still rising, but at a lesser rate than predicted. The capacity freed up as a
result of slowing the rise in demand could be used to deliver new activity, which
could also have a positive financial impact beyond cost avoidance.

6.2.2 Governing performance management and benefits realisation

There are three levels of governance that play a key role in assuring delivery against
performance and benefits targets:

Level 1- Portfolio level

Portfolio level responsibilities include:
• Reporting to, and liaison with, GM HSCP,
• A quarterly review of progress against performance and benefits, using the

portfolio level dashboard,
• Instigation of ‘root cause analysis’, where the thread between the achievement of

a project level benefit and the achievement of a portfolio level benefit is broken.
For example, if situation occurs where all projects and programmes are reporting
a positive impact on non-elective attendance rates, but the citywide headline
figure isn’t changing, then this would trigger a root cause analysis to understand
why.

• Monitoring the extent to which benefits are being duplicated across programmes,
and taking remedial action.

• Monitoring the impact of transformation performance and benefits realisation on
BAU and overall system stability, whether the impact is intended or otherwise.

• Setting and re-setting priorities for portfolio resource deployment on the basis of
benefits achievement and continued strategic fit.

• Banking the benefits.

The Locality Plan PMO will support and manage the various activities that make up
the responsibilities outlined above. However, accountability rests with senior leaders
that sit on portfolio level governance forums, notably the TAB and the Finance
Executive, and from a delivery perspective with the Performance and Evaluation
Programme.

Level 2 - Programme level

Programme level responsibilities include:
• Reporting benefits at risk of not being achieved on time and/or in full to the

relevant portfolio level governance forum,
• Monthly review of benefits realisation through normal highlight reporting process,
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• Setting and re-setting priorities for programme resource deployment on the basis
of benefits achievement.

• Confirming to portfolio level that a benefits has been achieved, and can be
‘banked’.

Dedicated programme teams will support and manage the various activities that
make up the responsibilities outlined above. However, as at portfolio level,
accountability rests with senior leaders that sit on programme boards.

Level 3 - Project level

Project level responsibilities include:
• Reporting benefits at risk of not being achieved on time and/or in full to the

programme board,
• Monthly progress reporting on benefits through project highlight reporting

processes.

Project managers will be responsible for these activities.

Transition to mainstream activity

Many of the outcomes and benefits specified at project and programme level will not
be fully realised within the timeframe of the project or programme itself, given both
are time limited by definition. Because of this, the link between project and
programme delivery, the mainstreaming of a new service, and the revised or new
contractual arrangements that reflect this transition, need to be strong. This will
ensure the ongoing tracking and evaluation of benefits realisation will continue
beyond the lifecycle of a project or programme.

6.3Benefits Management Tools

Standard benefits management tools will be adopted across the portfolio to ensure
consistency in benefits planning, management and realisation. These tools include:

• Portfolio benefits realisation plan/dashboard
• Programme benefits realisation plan
• Project benefit profiles/register

At each level the benefits registers need to link to the highlight reporting process in
place. For example, a project highlight report, delivered monthly to a project or
programme board, must include a section that allows the project manager to update
on the achievement of benefits.

The Locality Plan PMO is responsible for keeping the effectiveness of these tools
under review. Programme Managers and Project Managers are responsible for
populating and maintaining these tools.
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6.4Benefits realisation

Once a benefit is realised, the relevant programme director should confirm this with
the Finance Executive and the Performance and Evaluation Programme.

The Finance Executive will then undertake the necessary accounting measures to
‘bank’ the benefit (if cashable), and will make any further recommendation to TAB on
how system funding flows should change as a result. At this point, the decision
about whether to communicate the benefit to internal and external stakeholders will
also be made.

7 Evaluation

The evaluation will cover investments from the Greater Manchester Transformation
Fund (GMTF) across Manchester and it will specifically cover two broad areas:

A. Projects that have had new investment from the GMTF - this will include the
totality of investment where other locally matched funding is supporting GMTF
investment, but will exclude wholly matched funded projects at this stage.

B. Projects impacted by existing saving plans which are running concurrently with
the transformation investments – for example where transformational activities
are running alongside agreed BAU service changes or decommissioning.

Whilst the evaluation will be complex and cover both process and impact elements at
the system and project level, at a high level it is designed to answer five questions:
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1. Are investments from the GMTF leading to expected outcomes across Health
and Adult Social Care services?

2. Are the services and processes working as intended in practice?
3. Is there good evidence to suggest a causal link between GMTF investments and

changes in outcomes?
4. Is there good evidence to suggest a causal link between integration of services

and changes in outcomes?
5. Is there good evidence to suggest real, sustainable and positive behaviour

change across the system?
6. Do the changes in outcomes outweigh the financial investments, leading to

financially sustainable delivery models?

The evaluation will complement wider performance management, tracking and
benefit realisation strands to provide a comprehensive picture of the implementation,
performance, causality and impact of new services across an integrated health and
social care system.

7.1Approach

There will be many specific elements to evaluation work, however the recommended
approach falls into four interrelated elements:

• Development of ‘Theory of Change’ models for both individual investments
and the investment as a whole.

• An Outcomes Evaluation, establishing a series of measures which closely
match the anticipated outcomes.

• A Process Evaluation, to explore what is being done differently and whether
individual areas of investment are working as expected. This stage also
provides the opportunity to understand the links between actions and
outcomes.

• A Cost Benefit Analysis, linking activity and financial activities so that fiscal
impact can be measured against investments (this updates the ex-ante CBA’s
with actual impacts).

The evaluation framework is intended to cover the overall scope of the areas above,
however it will not be a single meta-evaluation study, given that:

• Evaluation at a scheme level will be predominately managed by
commissioners.

• Evaluation of the impact of the SHS will be managed by the Trust(s) and will
evolve from a focus on just transactional processes to transformational
changes over time.

• Evaluation of the Mental Health Programme will be managed by GMMH,
focusing specifically on the impact at a programme level.

• Evaluation of the LCO as a function will be managed by the LCO, focusing on
the overall effectiveness1.

Therefore, this proposal provides the overall framework and a way in which to align

1 Likely to be delivered through a Research Partnership with Manchester Metropolitan University.
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the various aspects, but relies on input and commitment for various parts of the
system.

7.2Timescales

It is anticipated that the Theory of Change work and the initial process evaluation
elements will take place during the first 6-12 months, and a review of impacts from
month 12 until the end of the programme (c.60 months). The chart below sets out the
proposed timetable for the main elements of the evaluation.

Whereas the overall timetable for the evaluation describes completing the Theory of
Change work over the next six to 12 months, this will be completed incrementally
following implementation timelines associated with individual transformation
investments. This means that work around High Impact Primary Care (HIPC), which
is due to start soon, will be the first area to draw down evaluation support. As this will
come in advance of any commissioning of wider evaluation support, the Primary
Research Team within MCC will offer short term support to enable the Theory of
Change work and associated contractual requirements around data to be
progressed. This will both ensure that HIPC has evaluation embedded from the start,
but also act as a pilot of how the Theory of Change approach will be applied to all
other transformation projects.

There are a number of crucial elements that underpin the approach, including
continued access and development of the H&SC Data Warehouse2, the creation and
management of a Common Basic Dataset (CBD) to track delivery3, development and
implementation of a sampling methodology to facilitate appropriate and proportionate
case reviews, engagement and review of user, staff and leader perceptions, and the
development of statistical models to test and scale results to the whole system.

7.3Governance

It is important that any evaluation is independent, has the appropriate governance,
and empowers decision makers. Therefore, agreement will be required on where
evaluation reports will go, how they will be used and disseminated across the
system, and how the outputs are reported back into the various parts of the system
to inform planning and decision making.

The Performance and Evaluation Programme, once established, will take on
governance responsibilities for evaluation, and the Programme Lead will operate as
the SRO for the evaluation work.

2 Currently Managed by the MHCC Business Intelligence Team
3 To be embedded within the Terms of Investment
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SECTION THREE – RISK & GAIN SHARE

8 Introduction

The approach to financial risk and gain share is a system wide initiative due to the
interdependencies of the funding flows within health and social care. Funding
cannot be released in acute commissioning to invest in community based care if the
Manchester acute hospital activity and associated tariff payments are not reduced
against predicted demand. This is closely linked to the evaluation aspect of the MA,
as the ability to monitor and evaluate new care models is fundamental to the ability
to share benefits. As a result, a three faceted approach is being taken to risk and
gain share within the locality:

8.1Commissioner risk and gain share

The creation of MHCC and the aspiration to have a fully pooled budget is at the heart
of the integrated commissioning arrangements. The principle of a pooled budget is
to pool all resources and to utilise them to achieve the best outcomes in the city for
patients and service users. In addition, by working together to create efficiencies
across the Health and Social Care system (H&SC) in Manchester, benefits may arise
in both health and/or social care which were influenced by investment made in the
opposite sector. A risk and gain share may help distribute these benefits more
equitably across the system.

However, risk and gain shares may potentially expose both partners to levels of
financial risk and it is important to understand how this can be managed/mitigated by
the organisations. Work is currently underway to agree an approach for 2018/19 and
a paper has been drafted on potential options available to commissioners. There is
also a programme of work to further develop integrated commissioning.

8.2Acute Hospital Capacity

As previously stated, there are significant interdependencies for investment to be
made in the community sector with the expenditure on acute hospital care. Work
must be undertaken to initially understand the impact of the new care models,
particularly on MFT, within the Manchester locality.

This modelling will inform all partners of the potential impact on activity within the
city. From these discussions, consideration will be given as to how capacity may be
best managed to ensure the deflections of activity are sustainable and not replaced
with additional activity.

The 2018/19 contracting process with the acute hospitals should consider the above
considerations including other commissioning intensions and QIPP, in particular
where block contracts are agreed to manage system risk. This must be reviewed in
light of the successful implementation of new care models and the proposed
monitoring and evaluation.

8.3Investment in LCO
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The third element to the gain and risk share is to ensure that the benefits generated
by the new care models are invested in the delivery of out of hospital care in the
community. The benefits will accrue in two main areas: acute hospital activity
(commissioner led budget) and residential and nursing care budgets (LCO led
budget).

The contractual agreements with the LCO must consider how the investments in new
care models will be made, in particular once transformation funding has been fully
utilised. Including specifically how the benefits generated within secondary care, and
those generated in residential and nursing will move around the system. This must
be clearly linked to the evaluation process undertaken by commissioners and as part
of the MA the outcome of evaluations will identify if benefits have been delivered to
fund the service in future years.

In 2018/19, the expectation is that the LCO will receive the required new models of
care funding, in addition to the contract baseline for existing services. It must be
clear which new care models are subject to evaluation mid-year (for 2018/19 and
future years), and the impacts of evaluation on funding streams. The LCO can also
be incentivised utilising the Improvement Payment Scheme as a lever to ensure their
engagement in the system wide changes by aligning delivery of appropriate outcome
measures.

At present the LCO is made of constituent partners, and consideration is being given
as to how the reinvestment of benefits works across these partner organisations.

SECTION FOUR – PARTNERSHIP COMPACT

The Manchester Agreement (‘the Agreement’) builds on the work undertaken by all
health and care partners in Manchester over a number of years to build a strong and
enduring coalition to steer the transformation of Manchester’s health and care
system.

The strategic direction for this transformation is set out in Manchester’s Locality Plan.
The Manchester Agreement now underpins the Locality Plan as it contains the detail
behind how delivery will be monitored and measured, and how funding flows will
change over time.

Partners are asked to sign this Compact to confirm their ongoing commitment to
collaborate in order to deliver the Locality Plan, now in the context of the roles and
responsibilities required of them as outlined in the Manchester Agreement. These
roles and responsibilities are set out in the main body of the Agreement, and
specifically relate to:

• Performance management,

• Benefits identification, management and realisation,

• Evaluation,

• Risk and gain share.

Responsibilities will be discharged through existing governance arrangements that
support the delivery of the Locality Plan.
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This Agreement is not legally binding. Current and emerging contractual
arrangements between commissioners and providers, locally and at a GM level,
provide the legal basis for delivery. These contractual arrangements are the first
stage in the development by commissioners and providers of integrated health and
social care services for Manchester. As the transformation set out in Manchester’s
Locality Plan is achieved, these contractual arrangements will need to evolve to
ensure true integration in the delivery of Manchester’s health and social care.

It may be the case that subsequent iterations of this Agreement resulting from an
update of any one of the approaches to the areas included in the Agreement will
require a review as to whether the Agreement requires a more formal legal basis.
Partners will be consulted with well in advance of any future request to sign a legal
document binding them to the Agreement, if developments require this course of
action.

By signing this Compact, each party confirms that implementation of its obligations
under this Agreement is consistent with its statutory obligations, and that it has
complied with any relevant requirements imposed upon it by legislation or regulatory
authority, and will continue to do so.

Signatures

Signed on behalf of NHS MANCHESTER CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP

Name:

Role:

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date:

Signed on behalf of THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF MANCHESTER

Name:

Role:

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date:
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Signed on behalf of MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL FOUNDATION

TRUST

Name:

Role:

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date:

Signed on behalf of PENNINE ACUTE HOSPITALS NHS TRUST

Name:

Role:

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date:

Signed on behalf of GREATER MANCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH NHS
FOUNDATION TRUST

Name:

Role:

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date

Signed on behalf of MANCHESTER PRIMARY CARE PARTNERSHIP LIMITED

Name:
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Role:

Signature: ______________________________________________
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NZ[ IZVhjgZ Qc^i

@Zh^gZY

eZg[dgbV

cXZ

Jd

egZk^djh

YViV

PVg\Zi

06.07

M
0

0
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.0

7

M
1

0
6
.0

7

M
2

0
6
.0

7

M
3

0
6
.0

7

>ZiiZg i]Vc aVhi

fjVgiZg<

>ZiiZg i]Vc aVhi

nZVg<
>ZiiZg i]Vc iVg\Zi<

0= NZYjX^c\ =&A ViiZcYVcXZh =Xi^k^in Hdl J.= 173+730 6/+//1 027+108 , ,

0> NZYjX^c\ cdc,ZaZXi^kZ VYb^hh^dch =Xi^k^in Hdl J.= 5/+135 04+107 2/+643 , ,

0? NZYjX^c\ ZaZXi^kZ VYb^hh^dch =Xi^k^in Hdl J.= 48+361 02+4/8 16+55/ , ,

0@ NZYjX^c\ djieVi^Zci ViiZcYVcXZh =Xi^k^in Hdl J.= 338+253 002+853 117+576 , ,

0A NZYjXi^dc ^c Vkd^YVWaZ egZhXg^W^c\ OeZcY Hdl J.= 81+501 11+278 33+346 , ,

0B NZYjXi^dc ^c VbWjaVcXZ _djgcZnh =Xi^k^in Hdl J.= 56+738 05+526 22+245 , ,

0C NZYjX^c\ Vkd^YVcXZ XdciVXih & gZ[ZggVah OeZcY Hdl J.= 6+8/1 0+623 2+378 , ,

0D NZYjX^c\ i]Z Xdhi d[ N&J . DdbZXVgZ OeZcY Hdl J.= 3/+878 8+4/0 11+484 , ,

0E O?B gjcc^c\ Xdhih OeZcY Hdl J.= 04+217 2+580 6+014 , ,

M1 06.07 eZg[dgbVcXZ

1/06,07 dji,ijgc l^aa X]Vc\Z Vh V gZhjai d[ [jgi]Zg ldg` id gZ[^cZ WVhZa^cZh Vh eVgi d[ i]Z WjY\Zi,hZii^c\ egdXZhh-
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NZ[ IZVhjgZ Qc^i

@Zh^gZY

eZg[dgbV

cXZ

PVg\Zi

06.07

M
0

0
6
.0

7

M
1

0
6
.0

7

M
2

0
6
.0

7

M
3

0
6
.0

7

PVg\Zi

07.08

M
0

0
7
.0

8

M
1

0
7
.0

8

M
2

0
7
.0

8

M
3

0
7
.0

8

PVg\Zi

08.1/

M
0

0
8
.1

/

M
1

0
8
.1

/

M
2

0
8
.1

/

M
3

0
8
.1

/

PVg\Zi

1/.10

M
0

1
/
.1

0

M
1

1
/
.1

0

M
2

1
/
.1

0

M
3

1
/
.1

0

>ZiiZg

i]Vc aVhi

fjVgiZg<

>ZiiZg

i]Vc aVhi

nZVg<

>ZiiZg i]Vc

iVg\Zi<

0= NZYjX^c\ =&A ViiZcYVcXZh =Xi^k^in Hdl 173+730 6/+//1 027+108 , , 175+880 , , , , 178+365 , , , , 174+232 , , , ,

0> NZYjX^c\ cdc,ZaZXi^kZ VYb^hh^dch =Xi^k^in Hdl 5/+135 04+107 2/+643 , , 5/+84/ , , , , 50+722 , , , , 51+562 , , , ,

0? NZYjX^c\ ZaZXi^kZ VYb^hh^dch =Xi^k^in Hdl 48+361 02+4/8 16+55/ , , 5/+150 , , , , 50+1/1 , , , , 51+000 , , , ,

0@ NZYjX^c\ djieVi^Zci ViiZcYVcXZh =Xi^k^in Hdl 338+253 002+853 117+576 , , 333+513 , , , , 330+035 , , , , 328+//1 , , , ,

0A NZYjXi^dc ^c Vkd^YVWaZ egZhXg^W^c\ OeZcY Hdl 81+501 11+278 33+346 , , 85+0/3 , , , , 88+765 , , , , 0/3+138 , , , ,

0B NZYjXi^dc ^c VbWjaVcXZ _djgcZnh =Xi^k^in Hdl 56+738 05+526 22+245 , , 56+873 , , , , 57+1/4 , , , , 55+350 , , , ,

0C NZYjX^c\ Vkd^YVcXZ XdciVXih & gZ[ZggVah OeZcY Hdl 6+8/1 0+623 2+378 , , 6+665 , , , , 6+556 , , , , 6+45/ , , , ,

0D NZYjX^c\ i]Z Xdhi d[ N&J . DdbZXVgZ OeZcY Hdl 3/+878 8+4/0 11+484 , , 31+0/4 , , , , 32+430 , , , , 33+161 , , , ,

0E O?B gjcc^c\ Xdhih OeZcY Hdl 04+217 2+580 6+014 , , 04+/01 , , , , 04+/34 , , , , 04+/65 , , , ,

OQCCAOPA@ ?D=NPO , JKP NA=H =?PEREPU , SEHH >A QL@=PA@ SDAJ AJKQCD PNAJ@ @=P= EO =R=EH=>HA

M0 07.08 eZg[dgbVcXZ
UZVg 0

1/06.07

UZVg 1

1/07.08

UZVg 2

1/08.1/

UZVg 3

1/1/.10
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0 1 2 3 4 5 0/ 03 07 11 12

EJFV ( EJFV ) EJFV * EJFV + EJFV ,

?JVNSI DFPYJ )'(-&(. )'(.&(/ )'(/&(0 )'(0&)' )')'&)(

KjiXdbZ IZVhjgZ IZig^X LDKB E@ LZg^dY

@d cdi]^c\ (BdgZXVhi igZcY) 16-1% 15-/% 13-6% 12-5% 11-3%

PVg\Zi igV_ZXidgn 13-8% 12-1% 10-5% 1/-/% 07-4%

=XijVa 24-5%

@d cdi]^c\ (BdgZXVhi igZcY) 6/-8% 64-/% 67-4% 70-4% 73-0%

PVg\Zi igV_ZXidgn 60-8% 65-7% 7/-8% 73-3% 76-2%

=XijVa 52-6%

@d cdi]^c\ (BdgZXVhi igZcY) 2-0% 2-/% 1-8% 1-8% 1-7%

PVg\Zi igV_ZXidgn 2-/% 1-8% 1-6% 1-5% 1-4%

=XijVa 2-2%

@d cdi]^c\ (BdgZXVhi igZcY) 58-5 55-/ 51-4 48-2 45-1

PVg\Zi igV_ZXidgn 57-6 52-7 48-/ 43-3 38-8

=XijVa 83-8

@d cdi]^c\ (BdgZXVhi igZcY) 016-4 015-4 014-4 013-4 012-5

PVg\Zi igV_ZXidgn 014-1 010-3 006-5 003-/ 00/-4

=XijVa 017-5

@d cdi]^c\ (BdgZXVhi igZcY) 35-7 36-4 37-0 37-7 38-4

PVg\Zi igV_ZXidgn 34-8 34-1 33-5 33-0 32-5

=XijVa 35-6

@d cdi]^c\ (BdgZXVhi igZcY) 1844-3 1883-5 2/23-3 2/63-6 2004-5

PVg\Zi igV_ZXidgn 17/0-/ 1610-5 1531-0 1453-6 1377-0

=XijVa 1+513-/

=>C61 9SWTNXFP FIQNWWNSRW KSV IJRXFP HFVNJW NR HMNPIVJR FLJI '$+ [NPP GJ FIIJI NRXS KYXYVJ NXJVFXNSRW SK XMJ KVFQJ[SVO%

7VJUYJRH\
@Zh^gZY

LZg[dgbVcXZ

;FXJWX

5FXF

BSYVHJ

CI LdejaVi^dc DZVai] LaVc KjiXdbZh

=
EbegdkZ ]ZVai] VcY lZaa WZ^c\ d[

eZdeaZ ^c IVcX]ZhiZg

NZYjXi^dc ^c X]^aYgZc ^c adl

^cXdbZ [Vb^a^Zh (jcYZg 05h)

% d[ X]^aYgZc ^c adl ^cXdbZ [Vb^a^Zh (X]^aYgZc

a^k^c\ ^c [Vb^a^Zh ^c gZXZ^ei d[ dji d[ ldg`

WZcZ[^ih dg iVm XgZY^ih l]ZgZ i]Z^g gZedgiZY

^cXdbZ ^h aZhh i]Vc 5/% bZY^Vc ^cXdbZ)

0-/^^ ?VaZcYVg nZVg Hdl 1/03 LDA =ccjVa

>
EbegdkZ ]ZVai] VcY lZaa WZ^c\ d[

eZdeaZ ^c IVcX]ZhiZg

EcXgZVhZ ^c egdedgi^dc d[ X]^aYgZc

l]d VgZ hX]dda gZVYn

% d[ Za^\^WaZ X]^aYgZc VX]^Zk^c\ V \ddY aZkZa

d[ YZkZadebZci Vi i]Z ZcY d[ gZXZei^dc nZVg
0-/1^ OX]dda nZVg D^\] 1/04.05 LDA =ccjVa

?
EbegdkZ ]ZVai] VcY lZaa WZ^c\ d[

eZdeaZ ^c IVcX]ZhiZg

NZYjXi^dc ^c adl W^gi] lZ^\]i

iZgb WVW^Zh

% d[ Vaa â kZ W^gi]h l^i] gZXdgYZY W^gi] lZ^\]i

VcY V \ZhiVi^dcVa V\Z d[ Vi aZVhi 26 XdbeaZiZ

lZZ`h l^i] V gZXdgYZY W^gi] lZ^\]i jcYZg

14//\

1-/0 ?VaZcYVg nZVg Hdl 1/04 LDA =ccjVa

@
EbegdkZ ]ZVai] VcY lZaa WZ^c\ d[

eZdeaZ ^c IVcX]ZhiZg

NZYjXi^dc ^c jcYZg 64 bdgiVa^in

gViZ [gdb XVgY^dkVhXjaVg Y^hZVhZh

Xdch^YZgZY egZkZciVWaZ

=\Z,hiVcYVgY^hZY gViZ d[ bdgiVa^in [gdb Vaa

XVgY^dkVhXjaVg Y^hZVhZh (^cXajY^c\ ]ZVgi

Y^hZVhZ VcY higd`Z) ^c eZghdch aZhh i]Vc 64

nZVgh d[ V\Z eZg 0//+/// edejaVi^dc

3-/3^^
?VaZcYVg nZVg (2 nZVg gdaa^c\

VkZgV\Z)
Hdl 1/03,05 LDA =ccjVa

A
EbegdkZ ]ZVai] VcY lZaa WZ^c\ d[

eZdeaZ ^c IVcX]ZhiZg

NZYjXi^dc ^c jcYZg 64 bdgiVa^in

gViZ [gdb XVcXZgh Xdch^YZgZY

egZkZciVWaZ

=\Z,hiVcYVgY^hZY gViZ d[ bdgiVa^in

Xdch^YZgZY egZkZciVWaZ [gdb Vaa XVcXZgh ^c

i]dhZ V\ZY aZhh i]Vc 64 nZVgh d[ V\Z eZg

0//+/// edejaVi^dc

3-/4^^
?VaZcYVg nZVg (2 nZVg gdaa^c\

VkZgV\Z)
Hdl 1/03,05 LDA =ccjVa

B
EbegdkZ ]ZVai] VcY lZaa WZ^c\ d[

eZdeaZ ^c IVcX]ZhiZg

NZYjXi^dc ^c jcYZg 64 bdgiVa^in

gViZ [gdb gZhe^gVidgn Y^hZVhZ

Xdch^YZgZY egZkZciVWaZ

=\Z,hiVcYVgY^hZY gViZ d[ bdgiVa^in

Xdch^YZgZY egZkZciVWaZ [gdb gZhe^gVidgn

Y^hZVhZ ^c i]dhZ V\ZY aZhh i]Vc 64 nZVgh d[

V\Z eZg 0//+/// edejaVi^dc

3-/6^^
?VaZcYVg nZVg (2 nZVg gdaa^c\

VkZgV\Z)
Hdl 1/03,05 LDA

=ccjVa

=ccjVa

B^cVcX^Va nZVg Hdl 1/04.05 LDAC
NZYjXi^dc ^c Vkd^YVWaZ cdc

ZaZXi^kZ VXi^k^in ^c hZXdcYVgn XVgZ

NZYjXi^dc ^c ZbZg\ZcXn ]dhe^iVa

VYb^hh^dch YjZ id [Vaah ^c eZdeaZ

V\ZY 54 VcY dkZg (LZghdch)

=\Z hiVcYVgY^hZY gViZ d[ ZbZg\ZcXn ]dhe^iVa

VYb^hh^dch [dg ^c_jg^Zh YjZ id [Vaah ^c eZghdch

V\ZY 54* eZg 0//+/// edejaVi^dc

1-13^
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@( (.&(/ @) (.&(/ @* (.&(/ @+ (.&(/ @( (/&(0 @) (/&(0 @* (/&(0 @+ (/&(0 @( (0&)' @) (0&)' @* (0&)' @+ (0&)' @( )'&)( @) )'&)( @* )'&)( @+ )'&)(

0- H?K ?>= =Xi^k^in gZYjXi^dch9 KjiXdbZh ([gdb CI EckZhibZci =\gZZbZci)
@d cdi]^c\ 60+478 032+067 103+655 175+244 62+552 036+214 11/+877 183+540 64+686 040+482 116+28/ 2/2+076 66+735 044+581 122+427 200+273

PVg\Zi9 ?>= gZYjXi^dc ,010 ,252 ,616 ,0+403 ,0+804 ,2+72/ ,4+634 ,6+55/ ,2+317 ,5+744 ,0/+172 ,02+600 ,5+40/ ,02+/10 ,08+420 ,15+/30

PVg\Zi9 JZi 60+357 031+703 103+/3/ 173+730 60+637 032+384 104+132 175+880 61+258 033+627 106+0/6 178+365 60+225 031+560 103+//6 174+232

=XijVa 6/+//1 027+108

@d cdi]^c\ 04+14/ 2/+388 34+638 5/+887 04+580 20+272 36+/63 51+654 05+035 21+181 37+327 53+473 05+471 22+054 38+636 55+22/

PVg\Zi9 ?>= gZYjXi^dc ,5/ ,070 ,250 ,641 ,343 ,8/7 ,0+250 ,0+704 ,577 ,0+264 ,1+/52 ,1+640 ,803 ,0+717 ,1+631 ,2+545

PVg\Zi9 JZi 04+078 2/+208 34+276 5/+135 04+127 2/+364 34+602 5/+84/ 04+347 2/+805 35+264 50+722 04+557 20+226 36+//4 51+562

=XijVa 04+107 2/+643

@d cdi]^c\ 04+/13 2/+/37 34+/62 5/+/86 04+348 2/+808 35+267 50+727 04+8/6 20+704 36+611 52+518 05+226 21+564 38+/01 54+24/

PVg\Zi9 ?>= gZYjXi^dc ,4/ ,04/ ,2// ,514 ,283 ,678 ,0+072 ,0+466 ,5/6 ,0+103 ,0+71/ ,1+316 ,70/ ,0+508 ,1+318 ,2+127

PVg\Zi9 JZi 03+863 18+788 33+662 48+361 04+/54 2/+02/ 34+084 5/+150 04+2// 2/+5/0 34+8/0 50+1/1 04+417 20+/45 35+472 51+000

=XijVa 02+4/8 16+55/

@d cdi]^c\ 003+000 117+112 231+223 345+335 006+306 123+723 241+141 358+558 01/+708 130+526 251+345 372+164 013+/74 137+060 261+145 385+230

PVg\Zi9 ?>= gZYjXi^dc ,456 ,0+6// ,2+288 ,6+/70 ,5+150 ,01+411 ,07+672 ,14+/34 ,0/+421 ,10+/53 ,20+486 ,31+018 ,03+224 ,17+56/ ,32+//4 ,46+228

PVg\Zi9 JZi 002+434 115+412 227+824 338+253 000+045 111+201 222+357 333+513 00/+175 11/+462 22/+748 330+035 0/8+64/ 108+4/0 218+140 328+//1

=XijVa 002+853 117+576

@d cdi]^c\ 12+102 35+314 58+527 81+74/ 13+41/ 38+/30 62+450 87+/71 14+8/1 40+7/3 66+6/5 0/2+5/7 16+250 43+612 71+/73 0/8+335

PVg\Zi9 ?>= gZYjXi^dc ,11 ,56 ,023 ,127 ,383 ,878 ,0+372 ,0+866 ,822 ,0+755 ,1+688 ,2+621 ,0+188 ,1+487 ,2+787 ,4+086

PVg\Zi9 JZi 12+08/ 35+247 58+4/2 81+501 13+/15 37+/41 61+/67 85+0/3 13+858 38+827 63+8/6 88+765 15+/51 41+013 67+075 0/3+138

=XijVa 11+278 33+346

@d cdi]^c\ 06+/65 23+041 40+117 57+2/3 06+460 24+030 41+601 6/+171 07+/7/ 25+048 43+128 61+207 07+457 26+026 44+6/4 63+163

PVg\Zi9 ?>= gZYjXi^dc ,003 ,230 ,570 ,343 ,464 ,0+038 ,0+613 ,1+187 ,0+/17 ,1+/46 ,2+/74 ,3+002 ,0+842 ,2+8/5 ,4+748 ,6+701

PVg\Zi9 JZi 05+851 22+700 4/+436 56+738 05+885 22+881 4/+877 56+873 06+/40 23+0/2 40+043 57+1/4 05+504 22+120 38+735 55+350

=XijVa 05+526 22+245

@d cdi]^c\ 2-;;; 4-;;9 6-;;8 6+885 0+888 2+887 4+886 6+885 0+888 2+887 4+886 6+885 0+888 2+887 4+886 6+885

PVg\Zi9 ?>= gZYjXi^dc .6 .25 .39 ,83 ,44 ,00/ ,054 ,11/ ,71 ,054 ,136 ,218 ,0/8 ,107 ,216 ,325

PVg\Zi9 JZi 2-;;5 4-;95 6-;7; 6+8/1 0+833 2+777 4+721 6+665 0+806 2+722 4+64/ 6+556 0+78/ 2+67/ 4+56/ 6+45/

=XijVa 0+623 2+378

@d cdi]^c\ 21-688 32-265 42-842 31+2/7 00+175 11+461 22+747 34+033 01+/07 13+/24 25+/42 37+/60 01+663 14+436 27+210 40+/83

PVg\Zi9 ?>= gZYjXi^dc .271 .591 .;6; ,0+208 ,65/ ,0+41/ ,1+168 ,2+/28 ,0+021 ,1+154 ,2+286 ,3+42/ ,0+6/5 ,2+300 ,4+006 ,5+711

PVg\Zi9 JZi 21-528 31-786 41-883 3/+878 0/+415 10+/41 20+468 31+0/4 0/+774 10+66/ 21+545 32+430 00+/57 11+025 22+1/3 33+161

=XijVa 8+4/0 11+484

@d cdi]^c\ 3+/46 7+003 01+060 05+117 05+/01 05+/34 05+/65

PVg\Zi9 ?>= gZYjXi^dc ,0// ,2// ,5// ,0+/// ,0+/// ,0+/// ,0+///

PVg\Zi9 JZi 2+846 6+703 00+460 04+217 04+/01 04+/34 04+/65

=XijVa 2+580 6+014

)'(0&)' )')'&)(

EJFV *

5FXF

BSYVHJ@Zh^gZY

LZg[dgbVcXZ

EJFV (

)'(.&(/

NZYjX^c\ djieVi^Zci ViiZcYVcXZh OQO

O?B gjcc^c\ Xdhih (heZcY r///) Hdl

7VJUYJRH\

0> NZYjX^c\ cdc,ZaZXi^kZ VYb^hh^dch OQO MjVgiZgan

0= NZYjX^c\ =&A ViiZcYVcXZh OQO MjVgiZgan

p EcXajYZh XVh]VWaZ VcY cdc,

XVh]VWaZ

p Qc^ih d[ VXi^k^in

p EcXajYZh XVh]VWaZ VcY cdc,

XVh]VWaZ

p jc^ih d[ VXi^k^in

Hdl

Hdl

EJFV ) EJFV +

)'(/&(0

MjVgiZgan

0? NZYjX^c\ ZaZXi^kZ VYb^hh^dch OQO MjVgiZgan

NZYjX^c\ AaZXi^kZ VYb^hh^dch

, ^cXajYZh XVh]VWaZ VcY cdc,

XVh]VWaZ

, jc^ih d[ VXi^k^in

p EcXajYZh XVh]VWaZ VcY cdc,

XVh]VWaZ

p jc^ih d[ VXi^k^in

Hdl

Hdl0@

MjVgiZgan

0A
NZYjXi^dc ^c Vkd^YVWaZ

egZhXg^W^c\
AL=?P MjVgiZgan

p EcXajYZh XVh]VWaZ VcY cdc,

XVh]VWaZ

p B^cVcX^Va hVk^c\h (heZcY r///)

Hdl

0B NZYjXi^dc ^c VbWjaVcXZ _djgcZnh
JS=O

LdgiVa
MjVgiZgan

p EcXajYZh XVh]VWaZ VcY cdc,

XVh]VWaZ

p Qc^ih d[ VXi^k^in

Hdl

CH

0D
NZYjX^c\ i]Z Xdhi d[ N&J .

DdbZXVgZ
I^?VgZ

MjVgiZgan

p EcXajYZh XVh]VWaZ VcY cdc,

XVh]VWaZ

p B^cVcX^Va hVk^c\h (heZcY r///)

Hdl

p =Y_jhiZY [gdb CIE=

p EcXajYZh XVh]VWaZ VcY cdc,

XVh]VWaZ

, [^cVcX^Va hVk^c\h (heZcY r///)

Hdl

0C
NZYjX^c\ Vkd^YVcXZ XdciVXih &

gZ[ZggVah
I^?VgZ

MjVgiZgan0E
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01// eZdeaZ hjeedgiZY Wn 2 DEL?

iZVbh .
DE\]

>n OZei

1/07

PdiVa 33// DEL? eVi^Zci ]djgh DE\]
>n OZei

1/07

EcXgZVhZ ^c i]Z egdedgi^dc d[

KaYZg LZdeaZ l]d VgZ hi^aa Vi

]dbZ 80 YVnh V[iZg ]dhe^iVa

Y^hX]Vg\Z ^cid

NZVWaZbZci.NZ]VW^a^iVi^dc

DE\]

IVcV\Zg gZXgj^iZY [dg ZVX] EJP DE\] 6/% 0//%

PZVbh Xd,adXViZY DE\]
>n OZei

1/07

O^\cZY,d[[ YZaZ\Vi^dc d[ Vji]dg^in

^c eaVXZ [dg bVcV\Zgh VcY aZVYh
DE\]

>n IVgX]

1/07

LZgXZciV\Z d[ eZdeaZ l^i]

XdbeaZm cZZYh l^i] V hjeedgi

eaVc [daadl^c\ gZ[ZggVa id I@P

DE\] 6/% 8/%

LZgXZciV\Z d[ eZdeaZ l^i]

XdbeaZm cZZYh l^i] V `Zn ldg`Zg

VaadXViZY [daadl^c\ gZ[ZggVa id

I@P

DE\] 64% 0//%

2? IZciVa ]ZVai] igVch[dgbVi^dc
T ^cXgZVhZ ^c E=LP gZ[ZggVah hZZc ^c

5.07 lZZ`h (cVi hiY)
DE\]

CL gZ[ZggVah , cjbWZg [dglVgYZY

^c 0 YVn . hZZc ^c 10 YVnh
DE\]

T DdbZ >VhZY PgZVibZci

cjbWZgh
DE\]

EcXgZVhZ [gdb 24% d[ XdciVXih

gZhdakZY Vi [gdci Yddg id 6/%
DE\] /% 34% 44% 6/%

EcXgZVhZY hZa[,VhhZhhbZci d[

XVgZgh (X- 4+/// ^c idiVa)
DE\] 4// 0/// 0+4// 1+///

EcXgZVhZY jhZ d[ Xdbbjc^in

VXi^k^i^Zh Wn Xd]dgi \gdje

T cjbWZg d[ VYjaih gZVYn [dg

ldg`

05+/// ]djgh d[ VYY^i^dcVa L?

Veed^cibZcih eZg nZVg
05+/// 21+/// 37+/// 53+///

T% d[ egVXi^XZh XdkZgZY Wn

BZYZgVi^dc aZY LdejaVi^dc

XdkZgV\Z [dg H?O VcY Lg^bVgn ?VgZ

OiVcYVgYh

% d[ X^i^oZch hiVn^c\ ^c V J=

hVi^h[^ZY l^i] i]Z ZmeZg^ZcXZ

OXdgZ d[ 2 dg bdgZ dji d[ 4)

D^\] J.= 0//% J.=

Idci]an cjbWZg d[

JZ^\]Wdjg]ddY =eVgibZcih

gZVYn [dg jhZ (idiVa 1/)

D^\] 8 00

JjbWZg X^i^oZch hjeedgiZY eZg

bdci]
D^\]

JjbWZg d[ hiV[[ gZXgj^iZY id eZg

fjVgiZg
D^\]

JjbWZg d[ X^i^oZch hjeedgiZY Wn

XdbeaZm gZVWaZbZci
D^\]

2=

1- H?K Kjiejih9 `Zn YZa^kZgVWaZ VXi^k^i^Zh [gdb egd\gVbbZ eaVc VcY Wjh^cZhh XVhZh

2E AmigV ?VgZ

2F NZVWaZbZci

D^\] EbeVXi Lg^bVgn ?VgZ

BgV^a KaYZg LZdeaZ

Lg^bVgn ?VgZ

LgZkZci^dc

EciZ\gViZY Bgdci @ddg

?VgZgh' Ojeedgi

EciZ\gViZY JZ^\]Wdjg]ddY PZVbh2>

>jh^cZhh ?VhZ cdi nZi VeegdkZY

P>?

2@

2A

2B

2C

2D
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JjbWZg d[ hiV[[ gZXgj^iZY id eZg

fjVgiZg
D^\]

P>?

=>C61 RSR HFWMFGPJ 8? TVSIYHXNZNX\ WFZNRLW QJFWYVJW [NPP GJ NRHPYIJI NR KYXYVJ NXJVFXNSRW SK XMNW KVFQJ[SVO%

AVgan DZae

NZVWaZbZci

=hh^hi^kZ PZX]cdad\n

IZciVa DZVai]

2G DdbZ [gdb Ddhe^iVa
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Sdg`higZVb Lgd_ZXih

"O^c\aZ hZgk^XZ VXgdhh X^in

"CncVZ VbWjaVidgn XVgZ ^c Jdgi]

IVcX]ZhiZg VcY S^i]^c\idc

"O^c\aZ Xdbbjc^in b^Yl^[Zgn ldg`[dgXZ

"KWhiZig^X gdiVh gZk^ZlZY

JZdcViZh
"JZdcViZh Xa^c^XVa bVcV\ZbZci Wn Oi

IVgnqh

RVhXjaVg "O^c\aZ kVhXjaVg XZcigZ

DZVY & cZX` "D&J . KgVa . bVm [Vm h^c\aZ h^iZ

@ZXdciVb^cVi^dc "OiZg^aZ hZgk^XZh gVi^dcVa^hVi^dc

IZY^XVa Ac\^cZZg^c\ sEciZ\gViZY hZgk^XZ bdYZa

BgV^ain "OiVcYVgY^hZY [gV^ain eVi]lVn

"AmigV OVijgYVn PE= Xa^c^X

"EciZ\gViZY higd`Z hZgk^XZ

NZhe^gVidgn "O^c\aZ Xa^c^XVa iZVb

"DZVgi g]ni]b 6 YVn hZgk^XZ

"=?O eVi]lVn

"=XjiZ Vdgi^X hjg\Zgn h^c\aZ hZgk^XZ

"$JKB XZcigZ

"AaZXi^kZ XZcigZ

LVZY^Vig^Xh "O^c\aZ hZgk^XZ

"CVhigd h^c\aZ iZVb

"AcYdhXden XVeVX^in

CncVZXdad\n

KWhiZig^Xh

$NAB"

3- ODO9 EciZ\gVi^dc LaVc

Qgdad\n "NZXdc[^\jgZ XVcXZg VcY WZc^\c hjg\Zgn

LVi]dad\n "IdgijVgn ^ciZ\gViZY hZgk^XZ

L]VgbVXn "Ec[dgbVi^dc hnhiZb

CVhigd

EJFV (

)'(.&(/

EJFV )

)'(/&(0

EJFV *

)'(0&)'

EJFV +

)')'&)(

Oigd`Z

?VgY^VX

P&K
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<JRXFP 9JFPXM $ 3JRJKNXW FRI >YXHSQJW CVFHOJV
BXFXYW FX1 '0&'(&)'(/

DJVWNSR1 ('%*'

=PO 0
2HHJWW XS BJVZNHJW

"B?>4#

Ndji^cZ CL gZ[ZggVah id WZ [dglVgYZY id

Veegdeg^ViZ hZgk^XZh l^i]^c 0 ldg`^c\ YVn

BZZYWVX` id CL l^i]^c 0 ldg`^c\ YVn dc YZhi^cVi^dc

l]ZgZ gZ[ZggVa ]Vh \dcZ
=b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ CViZlVn NZ[ZggVa

KjiXdbZh l]ZgZ i]ZgZ ^h Vc

djiXdbZ d[ gZhedchZ id CL

(#BZZYWVX` id NZ[ZggZg#)

gZXdgYZY l^i]^c 13 ]djgh-

JjbWZg d[ CL gZ[ZggVah gZXZ^kZY

Wn IVcX]ZhiZg EciZ\gViZY ?VgZ

CViZlVn (NZXdgYZY Vh CViZlVn

NZ[ZggVa KjiXdbZ dc =b^\dh)-

78% IVg,06 Idci] 64% 20./2.1/07

?IDP 0
Ndji^cZ CL gZ[ZggVah hZZc l^i]^c 10 YVnh [gdb

gZ[ZggVa

% d[ gdji^cZ IVcX]ZhiZg ??C eVi^Zcih hZZc l^i]^c 10 YVnh

d[ gZ[ZggVa
=b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ gZ[ZggVah XdYZY Vh

'gdji^cZ' ^c i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

hZZc l^i]^c 10 YVnh d[ gZ[ZggVa

PdiVa cjbWZg d[ gZ[ZggVah XdYZY

Vh 'gdji^cZ' hZZc ^c gZedgi^c\

eZg^dY

63% IVg,06 Idci] 5/% 20./2.1/07

?IDP 1
Qg\Zci gZ[ZggVah hZZc l^i]^c 61 ]djgh [gdb

gZ[ZggVa

% d[ jg\Zci IVcX]ZhiZg ??C eVi^Zcih hZZc l^i]^c 61

]djgh d[ gZ[ZggVa
=b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ gZ[ZggVah XdYZY Vh

'Qg\Zci' ^c i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

hZZc l^i]^c 61 ]djgh d[ gZ[ZggVa

PdiVa cjbWZg d[ gZ[ZggVah XdYZY

Vh 'Qg\Zci' hZZc ^c gZedgi^c\

eZg^dY

/% IVg,06 Idci] 84% 20./2.1/08

?IDP 2
AbZg\ZcXn gZ[ZggVah hZZc l^i]^c 13 ]djgh [gdb

gZ[ZggVa

% d[ ZbZg\ZcXn IVcX]ZhiZg ??C eVi^Zcih hZZc l^i]^c 13

]djgh d[ gZ[ZggVa
=b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ ZbZg\ZcXn IZciVa

DZVai] =Xi VhhZhhbZcih ^c i]Z

gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY hZZc l^i]^c 13

]djgh [gdb gZ[ZggVa

PdiVa cjbWZg d[ ZbZg\ZcXn

IZciVa DZVai] =Xi VhhZhhbZcih

^c i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

87% IVg,06 Idci] 84% 20./2.1/08

?IDP 3 ?a^c^XVaan Veegdeg^ViZ HKO ^c i]Z ?IDPh
=kZgV\Z HdO [dg IVcX]ZhiZg ??C eVi^Zcih ^c ?IDPh+ eZg

bdci]
=b^\dh @ViV

Bdg Vaa eZdeaZ l]d ]VkZ WZZc

deZc id ?IDP Yjg^c\ i]Z

gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY9 Ojb d[

(@^hX]Vg\Z YViZ(gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

ZcY YViZ+ ^[ cdi Y^hX]Vg\ZY) ,

NZ[ZggVa VXXZeiZY YViZ)

PdiVa cjbWZg d[ eZdeaZ deZc id

?IDP Vi Vcn ed^ci Yjg^c\ i]Z

gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

422 YVnh IVg,06 Idci] J.= 20./2.1/08

?IDP 7 NZYjXi^dc ^c ViiZcYZZh Vi =&A
PdiVa cjbWZg d[ =&A ViiZcYVcXZh [dg hVbZ Xd]dgi d[

eVi^Zcih (OZei,=j\ 05.06 VcY OZei,=j\ 06.07)
=b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ =&A ViiZcYVcXZh

Yjg^c\ i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY [dg

i]Z hVbZ \gdje d[ eZdeaZ hZZc

Yjg^c\ [^ghi eZg^dY

J.= 6/0
OZei,05 id =j\,

06
UZVg ;6// 20./2.1/08

D>P 0

Lgdk^h^dc d[ V 13.6 D>P , = igjZ VaiZgcVi^kZ id

^ceVi^Zci XVgZ VcY aZVhi gZhig^Xi^kZ

Zck^gdcbZci

EcXgZVhZ ^c eVi^Zcih WZ^c\ hZZc dji d[ ]djgh =b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ eZdeaZ WZ^c\ hZZc

dji d[ ]djgh (V[iZg 4eb VcY

WZ[dgZ 7Vb) Wn D>P iZVb Yjg^c\

i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

J.= 23 IVg,06 Idci] 54 20./2.1/08

D>P 1 Kei^bjb aZc\i] d[ hiVn
% d[ IVcX]ZhiZg ??C eVi^Zcih gZXZ^k^c\ D>P XVgZ [dg 5,7

lZZ`h
=b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ eZdeaZ Y^hX]Vg\ZY

[gdb D>P Yjg^c\ i]Z gZedgi^c\

eZg^dY l^i] V aZc\i] d[ hiVn

WZilZZc 31 VcY 45 YVnh

PdiVa cjbWZg d[ eZdeaZ

Y^hX]Vg\ZY [gdb D>P Yjg^c\ i]Z

gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

7% IVg,06 Idci] 8/% 20./2.1/08

D>P 2
=eegdeg^ViZ XVgZ VcY igZVibZci ^c i]Z aZVhi

gZhig^Xi^kZ Zck^gdcbZci
P]Z cjbWZg d[ eVi^Zcih gZXZ^k^c\ 1 id 2 k^h^ih eZg YVn =b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ eZdeaZ l^i]^c i]Z

gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY l]ZgZ 1 dg 2

Y^gZXi XdciVXih ]VkZ WZZc

gZXdgYZY dc ZVX] YVn i]Z^g

gZ[ZggVa ]Vh WZZc deZc-

J.= 65 IVg,06 Idci] 20./2.1/08

D>P 3 NZ[ZggVah hZZc l^i]^c 13 ]djgh
=kZgV\Z cjbWZg d[ D>P iZVb XdciVXih id IVcX]ZhiZg ??C

eVi^Zcih l^i]^c 13 ]djgh d[ gZ[ZggVa
=b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ gZ[ZggVah deZcZY

Yjg^c\ i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY l^i]

V D>P iZVb XdciVXi gZXdgYZY

l^i]^c 13 ]djgh d[ gZ[ZggVa

gZXZ^kZY YViZ

PdiVa cjbWZg d[ gZ[ZggVa deZcZY

l^i]^c i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY
74% IVg,06 Idci] 8/% 20./2.1/08

NZ]VW 0
AJMFGNPNXFXNSR

?FXM[F\

NZYjXi^dc ^c i]Z cjbWZg d[ eZdeaZ WZ^c\

eaVXZY dji d[ VgZV

PdiVa cjbWZg d[ gZ]VW IVcX]ZhiZg ??C eVi^Zcih WZ^c\

eaVXZY dji d[ VgZV eZg bdci]
P>?

JjbWZg d[ dji d[ VgZV

eaVXZbZcih Yjg^c\ i]Z gZedgi^c\

eZg^dY (NZ]VW)

J.=

?dbb 0
EcXgZVhZ ^c cjbWZg d[ ]djgh YZa^kZgZY Wn

kdajciZZgh

PdiVa cjbWZg d[ kdajciZZg ]djgh YZa^kZgZY ^c

Xdbb^hh^dcZY egd_ZXih.hX]ZbZh dc V bdci]an WVh^h
HdXVa OZgk^XZ @ViV

JjbWZg d[ ]djgh YZa^kZgZY Wn

kdajciZZgh Yjg^c\ i]Z gZedgi^c\

eZg^dY

J.= 008 IVn,06 Idci]

?dbb 1

EcXgZVhZ ^c cjbWZg d[ ]djgh i]Vi hZgk^XZ jhZgh

VcY XVgZgh Zc\V\Z ^c VXi^k^i^Zh [jcYZY Wn i]Z

igjhi

PdiVa cjbWZg d[ ]djgh heZci jcYZgiV`^c\ VXi^k^in Wn

eVgi^X^eVcih d[ i]Z Xdbb^hh^dcZY egd_ZXih.hX]ZbZh dc V

bdci]an WVh^h

HdXVa OZgk^XZ @ViV

JjbWZg d[ ]djgh d[ hZgk^XZ jhZg

VcY XVgZg Zc\V\ZbZci ^c igjhi

[jcYZY VXi^k^i^Zh Yjg^c\ i]Z

gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

J.= 24 IVn,06 Idci]

?dbb 2
EcXgZVhZ ^c cjbWZg d[ igV^c^c\ ]djgh gZXZ^kZY

Wn kdajciZZgh

PdiVa cjbWZg ]djgh heZci igV^c^c\ Wn kdajciZZgh ^c

Xdbb^hh^dcZY egd_ZXih.hX]ZbZh dc V bdci]an WVh^h
HdXVa OZgk^XZ @ViV

JjbWZg d[ ]djgh igV^c^c\

gZXZ^kZY Wn kdajciZZgh Yjg^c\

i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

J.= 4/ IVn,06 Idci]

O025 0
NZYjXi^dc ^c i]Z cjbWZg d[ OZXi^dc 025

IVcX]ZhiZg ??C eVi^Zci egZhZciVi^dch Vi =&A-

NZYjXi^dc ^c i]Z cjbWZg d[ OZXi^dc 025 egZhZciVi^dch ^c

=&A d[ IVcX]ZhiZg ??C eVi^Zcih-
=b^\dh

JjbWZg d[ h025 egZhZciVi^dch Vi

=&A Yjg^c\ i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY
J.= 13 IVg,06 Idci] 01 20./2.1/08

O025 1
P]Z cjbWZg d[ OZXi^dc 025 hZZc Vi i]Z

YZY^XViZY OZXi^dc 025 Oj^iZ

JjbWZg d[ OZXi^dc 025 IVcX]ZhiZg ??C eVi^Zcih WZ^c\

hZZc ^c i]Z YZY^XViZY hj^iZ-
=b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ h025 WZ^c\ hZZc Vi

OZXi^dc 025 hj^iZh Yjg^c\ i]Z

gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY

J.= / IVg,06 Idci] 01 20./2.1/08

O025 2
NZYjXi^dc ^c OZXi^dc 025 egZhZciVi^dch id

IVcX]ZhiZg =&A @Zeih

P]Z cjbWZg d[ OZXi^dc 025 egZhZciVi^dch Vi IVcX]ZhiZg

=&A @ZeVgibZcih
=b^\dh @ViV

JjbWZg d[ h025 egZhZciVi^dch Vi

=&A Yjg^c\ i]Z gZedgi^c\ eZg^dY
J.= 20 IVg,06 Idci] 04 20./2.1/08
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